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ABSTRACT
Advanced LIGO is commissioning new noise reducing technologies that are sensitive to
optical losses generated by optical cavity mode mismatch. Optical losses due to mode mis-
matched Fabry-Pérot optical cavities can be reduced by the use of adaptive optics, wavefront
sensors, and feedback control loops. Advanced LIGO currently uses adaptive hardware for
alignment, but not for mode matching. Though LIGO instrumentalist can measure static
mode mismatch, they can not yet adaptively correct it.
This thesis presents a possible upgrade that will allow for sensing optical cavity mode
mismatch and alignment. The upgrade will require minimal hardware installation and will
work in conjunction with existing wavefront sensors. The working principle behind this
technology begins with the understanding that a mode mismatched optical cavity generates
a Laguerre-Gauss bullseye mode LG
01
. A cylindrical lens mode converting telescope can then
optically convert the bullseye mode into a 45  rotated Hermite-Gauss pringle mode HG
11
.
The rotated mode is perfectly shaped for detection by the existing quadrant photodiode
wavefront sensors and can then be used to generate an error signal.
The presented experiment shows that higher order modes of either Hermite-Gauss or
Laguerre-Gauss symmetry can be converted to the Hermite-Gauss basis optically. I then use
the converted beam to actively measure mode mismatched and alignment error signals. In
parallel, I also monitor mode mismatch using a non converted beam and bullseye photoides.
I find that this kind of sensor performs well and report on procedures that could be used in
commissioning.
This thesis also explores the use of a annular heated thermal lens actuator combined
with a high sensitivity telescope. This combination increases the actuation capabilities and
hence can be a viable actuator if currently installed mode matching actuators do not provide
su cient range.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The discovery of gravitational waves [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] has brought with it a verification of
Einstein’s theory of general relativity, new tools to study black holes, and advancements in
technology. Verifying Einstein’s theory of general relativity, by measurement of gravitational
waves, requires an understanding of how a wave equation arises from Einstein’s field equa-
tion [8]. The gravitational-wave spectrum can be used as a tool to study massive objects
like black holes. Since gravitational waves interact weakly with matter, they do not su↵er
from problems associated with the electromagnetic spectrum like being blocked by celestial
objects. Advancements in gravitational-wave technology span the stabilization of lasers to
quantum noise reduction to improved optical coatings for thermal noise reduction. This
thesis proposes a sensing scheme which will improve the e cacy of quantum noise reduction
technology and an overall improvement of optical cavity control.
Einstein’s theory of general relativity [9] describes gravity as the result of curving space-
time via his field equation. John Wheeler [10] interprets this equation as
“Mass tells spacetime how to curve, and spacetime tells mass how to move.”
Einstein finds a link between a purely geometric object, in which waves can exist, to a
physical object, composed of mass, energy and momentum. We’ll begin with Einstein’s field
equation in order to arrive at gravitational waves:
G
µ⌫
=
8⇡G
c4
T
µ⌫
, (1.1)
where G
µ⌫
is the Einstein tensor, which is a geometric object that describes the curvature of
spacetime; T
µ⌫
is the stress-energy tensor, which is a physical object that describes the energy
and momentum in spacetime. The Einstein tensor is defined as G
µ⌫
= R
µ⌫
  1
2
Rg
µ⌫
, where
R
µ⌫
is the Ricci curvature tensor and g
µ⌫
is the metric tensor. Gravitational waves arise from
2
perturbations in spacetime caused by time-varying mass distributions [9, 8]. Perturbing a
Minkowski metric leads to gravitational waves. The Minkowski metric is a flat spacetime
metric defined as ⌘
µ⌫
= diag(-1,1,1,1), where µ = 0 corresponds to the time coordinate and
µ = 1, 2, 3 correspond to the spatial coordinates. The full spacetime metric, g
µ⌫
, is then
constructed as a linear perturbation on the Minkowski metric, g
µ⌫
= ⌘
µ⌫
+ h
µ⌫
, where h
µ⌫
is
the metric perturbation and |h
µ⌫
| ⌧ 1. This perturbation gives rise to a wave equation when
moving to the transverse traceless gauge, where coordinates on the manifold are defined by
the geodesic motion of freely-falling test masses [11]. In this gauge, the weak-field vacuum
solution of the Einstein field equation becomes a wave equation:
⇤h
µ⌫
= 0, (1.2)
where ⇤ is the d’Alembert operator: ⇤ =   1
c
2
@
2
@t
2 +
@
2
@x
2 +
@
2
@y
2 +
@
2
@z
2 . The solution to this
di↵erential equation will take the form of plane waves
h
µ⌫
= C
µ⌫
ei(2⇡ft 
~
k·~x), (1.3)
where C
µ⌫
is the wave amplitude, f is the frequency, and ~k is the wave vector, which indicates
the direction of propagation [12].
Physically measuring this wave equation with waves produced by massive objects, like
black holes, then validates general relativity. The challenge that has occupied scientists for
about 100 years is that gravitational waves generated by black holes have a very weak e↵ect
by the time they arrive on Earth. Though the e↵ect is small, it is large enough to challenge
our interferometric technology.
After many years in development, the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observa-
tory achieved this fantastic technological feat. As of now, LIGO scientists have measured
gravitational waves from black hole binaries [3, 4, 5, 6] and a neutron star binary [7]. This
is a extremely exciting time to be working in this field.
3
1.1 LIGO Detectors
The Michelson-Morley interferometer is the primary gravitational-wave sensing component
in Advanced LIGO. As a gravitational wave approaches directly above the interferometer it
causes changes in the distance along the X and Y axes. Because the wave is quadrupolar,
changes in the X direction will have the opposite sign of the changes in the Y direction and
thus constructively combine to create a detection signal.
X-axis Mirror
Y-axis Mirror
Beam
Splitter
Sensor
Laser
Figure 1 : The gravitational-wave sensing component in Advanced LIGO is a Michelson-Morley interferom-
eter. A Laser beam propagates to a beam splitter, then to mirrors. The reflected beams propagate back to
the beam splitter, recombine, and interfere. When a gravitational wave passes through the interferometer,
it shifts the phases of light in the two lengths in opposite directions. The phase-shifted light from the two
axes then interfere and produce an error signal that is measured at the sensor.
Figure 1 describes how a Michelson-Morley Interferometer measures gravitational waves.
This interferometer can measure power fluctuations due to changing arm lengths at the
photodiode sensor as the gravitational wave passes by. A change in arm length is formed into
strain which is the change in length over the absolute length, h =  L
L
, of the interferometer
arms. If I only wished to understand the gravitational-wave coupling mechanism I could say
that this is su cient. However, the purpose of this thesis is to o↵er upgrades to the optical
systems in Advanced LIGO, so I’ll need a more complete description of the Advanced LIGO
interferometer.
4
1.2 A More Complete Description of Advanced LIGO
A more complete optical layout of Advanced LIGO [13] is shown in Figure 2. The complexity
of the interferometer has increased by the desire to improve its sensing capability. An input
mode cleaner improves the quality of the input beam, followed by a power recycling cavity to
make use of the mostly reflected power by the Input Test Masses (ITM). Also, Fabry-Pérot
cavities are added to extend the interaction of the gravitational wave with the light beam. In
the output of the Michelson-Morley interferometer we see the signal recycling cavity followed
by the output mode cleaner.
FI
SRM
T=1.4%
ITM
ETM
Input 
Mode
Cleaner
Output
Mode
Cleaner
PRM
BS
4 km
T= 3%
Laser m
PD
GW readout
FI
ITM ETM
125 W
5.2 kW 750 kW
CP
ERM
SR3
SR2
PR2
PR3 ERM
Figure 2 : Advanced LIGO optical layout
Even though this is still not a complete diagram of the interferometer, I can begin to
make arguments for the need for upgrading sensing. The main concern is that all these
optical cavities need to be aligned and mode matched to each other in a dynamic way.
However, optical cavities in LIGO build up power to 750 kilowatts, as seen in Figure 2. This
much optical power causes mirrors to thermally deform. As the radius of curvature changes,
5
the mode matching for each optical cavity degrades. Since input beams are pre-shaped
to optimally resonate in the cavity, it then becomes necessary for those same input beam
shaping optics to dynamically adjust to suit the resonance conditions for each cavity. Thus
we introduce the need for adaptive alignment and adaptive mode matching capabilities in
Advanced LIGO.
Advanced LIGO uses alignment wavefront sensors to correct lens deformations. Tip tilt
alignment actuators and ring heaters for mode matching help correct these deformations.
Though the ring heaters in the Thermal Compensation System (TCS) can correct for some
mode mismatch, it cannot fully correct mismatches required for optimal operation. With
the addition of new technologies like squeezing filter cavities, Advanced LIGO quickly begins
to increase its need for an adaptive mode matching system with more correction range. Not
only does this system need to have a large range, but it needs to be low-noise to optimize the
usefulness of new technology. A full upgrade should include new mode matching actuators
and sensing for mode matching.
The upgrade proposed in this thesis introduces one cylindrical lens mode converter for
each wavefront sensing pair. No extra channels will be required since this upgrade would use
existing wavefront sensors. The wavefront sensors currently provide an avenue to correct for
alignment via their quadrant geometry, but lack a way to measure mode matching. This is
because the quadrant geometry of the wavefront sensors can not measure the concentrically
symmetric modes generated by mode mismatch. However, I have devised a way to allow
quadrant photodiode wavefront sensors to measure cylindrical modes. The proposed sensing
scheme has never before been conceived and will be a key point of discussion throughout
this thesis. I also go into detail about how I combined a thermal lens actuator with a high
sensitivity telescope to amplify the mode matching actuation range.
6
Chapter 2
Motivation
The upgrade proposed in this thesis is motivated by the desire to incorporate new tech-
nologies, like squeezing, into Advanced LIGO without optical losses degrading sensitivity.
Optical losses due to mode mismatch can be fully understood by considering a Fabry-Pérot
optical cavity. Improvements to sensing and corrective technologies can be done on a single
cavity. Improvements can then be applied to a multi-cavity system like Advanced LIGO.
In this chapter I will discuss fundamental principles for alignment and mode matching. I
will also discuss the contents of a technical document produced by the experimental group at
Syracuse University [14] in which we explored some of the requirements desired for designing
an adaptive mode matching solution.
2.1 Fabry-Pérot Interferometers
Advanced LIGO is composed of several optical cavities which all need to be aligned and
mode matched to each other. New upgrades, like squeezing, also require precise alignment
and mode matching since the upgrades are also based o↵ of optical cavity technology. The
large laser power experienced by certain optical components in Advanced LIGO induce mis-
alignment and mode mismatching due to thermal deformations. These thermal deformations
change the mode matching state of the interferometer even though the cold interferometer
may be optimally mode matched.
Mode matching is a next order e↵ect after alignment [15]. So it is very important that
any adaptive mode matching system also has the capability to automatically align the input
beam. This is why I will first present alignment for optical cavities then move onto mode
matching.
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2.1.1 Fabry-Pérot Alignment
Figure 3 : A well aligned and mode matched Fabry-Pérot Interferometer is illustrated. An input beam
is aligned so that it resonates inside the optical cavity. The x vs z coordinate is sliced and displayed. A
perfectly aligned and mode matched beam shown in red overlaps with the optical cavites, and the desired
beam is shown in dashed lines.
Alignment of a Fabry-Pérot interferometer is described by Dana Z. Anderson [16]. Trans-
verse displacements and rotations are expressed mathematically by: writing the solution to
Maxwell’s equations in vacuum; using the paraxial approximation of the Helmholtz equation;
introducing a small o↵set term corresponding to either displacement or rotation; then finally
expanding in terms of higher order Hermite-Gauss modes. The results for small displace-
ments, rotations, waist size o↵sets, and waist axial position displacements are summarized
in Table 1 [16].
Table 1 displays the higher order mode generated by each type of error and is accompanied
by its corresponding coupling coe cient. Anderson expresses this by finally arriving at an
expression of the form
 (x) ⇡ A[U
0
(x) +
a
x
x
0
U
1
(x)]. (2.1)
As more error is induced, it will cause a stronger signature from its respective higher order
mode. The signature manifest itself as an increase of higher order mode intensity. The
coupling coe cient is proportional to the amount of error induced. The phase, also displayed,
and will play a major role in understanding how we can separate each signature in the error
signals generated. Later, I will introduce Gouy phase and discuss how alignment wavefront
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Symbol Coupling coe cient Mode Phase Frequency
Transverse position a
µ
a
µ
/w
0
U
1
(µ) 0  v
0
Angular tilt (radius) a
µ
a
µ
⇡w0
 
U
1
(µ) 90  v
0
Waist size w0
0
w0
0
/w
0
  1 V
1
(r) 0  2v
0
Waist axial position b  b
2⇡w
2
0
V
1
(r) 90  2v
0
Table 1 : The coupling coe cients for misalignment and mode mismatch are shown. Note µ = x or y,
w0 is the ideal cavity waist size, w00 is the input beam waist size, and   is the wavelength of the laser.
U1(µ) is the first order Hermite-Gauss mode and V1(r) is the first order Laguerre-Gauss mode. Also v0 =
c
2d
1
⇡ cos
 1[(1   dR1 )(1  
d
R2
)]1/2 where c is the speed of light, d is the mirror spacing, and positions are
measured from the cavity waist.
sensors need to be placed 90  Gouy phase apart while mode matching sensors need to be
placed 45  Gouy phase apart. This statement originates from this table. Notice how even
though mode matching parameters are 90  separated, their frequency in that basis attains
a factor of 2.
Examining the full expression for a Gaussian beam will later aid in gaining an under-
standing of the functioning principles of the mode converter. Since the Helmholtz equation
is separable in Cartesian coordinates in x and y it can be written in the following form:
U
mn
(x, y, z) = A
0
w
0
w(z)
H
m
✓ p
2x
w
x
(z)
◆
H
n
✓ p
2y
w
y
(z)
◆
e
 x
2+y2
w
2(z) e i
k(x2+y2)
2R(z) e ikzei(n+m+1) (z) (2.2)
H
l
(s) is the well known Hermite polynomial (1, 2s, 4s2 2, 8s3 12s, ...) used in physics, w(z)
is the beam size at location z, w
0
is the waist size, k = 2⇡
 
is the wave vector, R(z) is the
phase front radius of curvature at position z, and  (z) is the Gouy phase. Displacements
and rotations in the x and y coordinates share identical mathematical forms and can be
understood with the first two modes. Though small misalignment can be understood with
the first two modes, I also display a third mode in Figure 4 because it begins to give rise to
the next order e↵ect seen in mode mismatching. A linear combination of these higher order
Hermite-Gauss modes can be combined to make the higher order mode seen when optical
cavities are mode mismatched.
The first few higher order Hermite-Gauss modes are
U
00
(x, y, z) = A
0
w
0
w(z)
e
 x
2+y2
w
2(z) e i
k(x2+y2)
2R(z) e ikzei (z) (2.3)
U
10
(x, y, z) = A
0
w
0
w(z)
2
✓ p
2x
w
x
(z)
◆
e
 x
2+y2
w
2(z) e i
k(x2+y2)
2R(z) e ikze2i (z) (2.4)
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U
01
(x, y, z) = A
0
w
0
w(z)
2
✓ p
2y
w
y
(z)
◆
e
 x
2+y2
w
2(z) e i
k(x2+y2)
2R(z) e ikze2i (z) (2.5)
U
11
(x, y, z) = A
0
w
0
w(z)
4
✓
2xy
w
x
(z)w
y
(z)
◆
e
 x
2+y2
w
2(z) e i
k(x2+y2)
2R(z) e ikze3i (z) (2.6)
U
20
(x, y, z) = A
0
w
0
w(z)
4
✓
2x2
w2
x
(z)
◆
e
 x
2+y2
w
2(z) e i
k(x2+y2)
2R(z) e ikze3i (z) (2.7)
U
02
(x, y, z) = A
0
w
0
w(z)
4
✓
2y2
w2
y
(z)
◆
e
 x
2+y2
w
2(z) e i
k(x2+y2)
2R(z) e ikze3i (z) (2.8)
|HG00|2 |HG10|2
|HG01|2 |HG11|2
|HG02|2 |HG12|2 |HG22|2
|HG20|2
|HG21|2
HG00
HG01
HG10
HG11
HG02 HG12 HG22
HG20
HG21
Figure 4 : The first nine higher order Hermite-Gauss modes are plotted in optical power and in field. Their
Cartesian symmetry is clearly evident in the form of the square grid pattern forming.
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2.1.2 Fabry-Pérot Mode Matching
Mode mismatch is the next thing that can go wrong after an optical cavity is aligned. Scan-
ning the optical cavity length in Figure 3 will reveal transmission peaks at the fundamental
mode separated by a free spectral range. If the optical cavity is misaligned or mode mis-
matched, additional transmission peaks will be present and be proportional in power to the
coe cients in Table 1. This technique is very commonly used when commissioning optical
cavities so I will not describe it in further detail.
Mode mismatch is a next order e↵ect after misalignment. This is because the modes
generated by mode mismatch can be described by second order Hermite-Gauss modes while
modes generated by misalignment can be described by first order Hermite-Gauss modes.
Figure 5 combines second order Hermite-Gauss modes which give rise to a concentrically
symmetric bullseye mode. The bullseye mode is a result of mode mismatch in an optical
cavity.
Figure 5 : When an optical cavity is mode mismatched, the LG01 bullseye mode is present. The bullseye
mode can be expressed as the linear combination of two Hermite-Gauss modes HG02 and HG20.
I will begin to use the commonly used notation for writing Laguerre-Gauss and Hermite-
Gauss modes. For instance Figure 5 is written as
|LG
01
i = 1p
2
|HG
20
i+ 1p
2
|HG
02
i . (2.9)
Anderson [16] solves for mode matching in the Laguerre-Gauss basis because the mathe-
matical form is much cleaner. It is also useful to stay in the Hermite-Gauss basis, expand to
the next order term, and observe that in fact the mode mismatch Laguerre-Gauss bullseye
mode can be fully described by a sum of exactly two Hermite-Gauss modes.
To be complete, I will write the expression for the Laguerre-Gauss basis since it is a
natural basis to describe mode mismatch alone. Notice the very useful cylindrical symmetry
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in the expression and in the intensity profiles plotted in Figure 6. The general form for
Laguerre-Gauss modes is
V
lp
(r, , z) =
CLG
lp
w(z)
e
(  r
2
w
2(z)
)
✓
r
p
2
w(z)
◆|l|
L|l|
p
✓
2r2
w2(z)
◆
e ik
r
2
2R(z) e il e ikzei (z) (2.10)
where Ll
p
are the generalized Laguerre polynomials. CLG
lp
is a normalization coe cient of
the form CLG
lp
=
q
2p!
⇡(p+|l|)! . The first four Laguerre-Gauss mode intensity profiles have been
plotted below in Figure 6.
Radial mode index p 
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Figure 6 : Plotted are the first four intensity profiles of the higher order Laguerre-Gauss modes.
To perform mode matching in practice it is useful to introduce the complex beam pa-
rameter, q(z) = z + iz
R
, where z is the propagation distance and z
R
= ⇡w
2
0
 
is the Rayleigh
range. These equations can be obtained from any book about lasers which usually go into
the expression for Gaussian beams. It should also be noted that a well mode matched cavity
satisfies the condition
q
beam
= q
cavity
. (2.11)
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2.2 Mode Mismatch in Advanced LIGO
The subject matter in this section is taken from an Advanced LIGO technical document
T1600495 [14] in which the experimental group at Syracuse University explored adaptive
mode matching solutions for future LIGO upgrades like squeezing. The implementation
of squeezed states in gravitational-wave interferometers requires managing optical losses
reported by Oelker [17]. One source of optical loss is mode mismatch between resonant
optical cavities in the interferometer. Imperfect matching of resonator fundamental optical
modes causes scattering into higher-order Laguerre-Gauss modes, resulting in optical losses.
The e cacy of squeezed states for improvement of quantum noise in interferometers is limited
by optical losses. Mode matching degrees of freedom are expected to contribute between 4-
6% optical loss, but can be much lower if an adaptive mode matching solution is used.
Reducing the mode mismatch between the main interferometer and Output Mode Cleaner
(OMC) to within 2-3% is our target. This reduction is mode mismatch would improve the
sensitivity gained from squeezing technologies.
Though these were the starting points of this project, the realized solution at Syracuse
University can be applied to all existing optical cavities in advanced LIGO.
2.2.1 Adaptive Mode Matching Solution for Advanced LIGO
To integrate squeezing into advanced LIGO, an adaptive mode matching system needs to be
designed to correct for this loss source. This puts constraints on the design as outlined by
Perreca [18]. Main interferometer to output mode cleaner mode matching also needs to be
designed, implemented, and integrated for installation. This system has to avoid introducing
additional noise from backscatter and maintain sensitivity for alignment degrees of freedom
[18, 14] . For simplicity, it is desirable to minimize the number of new actuators and keep
the optical path as close to the Advanced LIGO optical path as possible.
Adaptive mode matching has been an active area of development, and improved technolo-
gies and techniques will be developed for complete and accurate mode matching in future
interferometers.
Adaptive mode matching needs to be able to correct for static and dynamic changes in
waist size and waist location. Static mismatch results from stochastic installation errors due
to not having an output beam to align to, and could happen in any direction. Dynamic
mismatch results from residual Input Test Mass (ITM) thermal lensing. As a reminder,
lensing can be expressed in terms of diopters which is the inverse of focal length. The Thermal
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Compensation System (TCS) specifies 29 ± 15 micro diopters uncompensated ITM thermal
lensing; models show to expect 2-3% dynamic mismatch from this degree of uncompensated
lensing.
The projected amount of error called for in the Oelker et al. [17] squeezing budget, 2-3%,
will need to be addressed. Previous designs attempted to cover both types of mismatch
with a single compact mode-matching package. The strong lenses required for this would
introduce excess backscatter noise that could not be engineered out.
A potential solution for adaptive mode matching using simple actuators is to separate
static and dynamic mismatch control. The static, out-of-loop matching can be handled
through physical motion of the mode matching optics on translation stages. The dynamic
matching can be handled with thermal actuators on transmissive optics.
The static matching should be able to cover 3-5% mismatch in all directions in loss
phase space, while the dynamic matching should be able to cover the uncompensated ITM
thermal lensing. Ideally, this would be executed using the minimal number of actuators on
the Horizontal Access Module 6 (HAM6) optical table.
A full solution is ambitious in scope and presents significant engineering challenges for the
design of dynamic actuators. The current strategy for static mode matching adjustments
relies on the venting of HAM6. After HAM6 is brought to atmosphere the commissioner
teams at the LIGO sites can adjust the Output Mode Cleaner (OMC) telescope for mode
matching.
To summarize our design principles taken from LIGO technical documents writen by
Perreca [18] and Sanders [14]:
1. Remove 3-5% static mismatch or quantify static mismatch.
2. Dynamically remove 2-3% losses due to Input Test Mass heating.
3. Avoid introduction of backscatter above the Advanced LIGO requirement of x
sc
p
R
r
<
10 17m/
p
Hz, f > 10Hz
4. Minimize new hardware and Horizontal Access Module 6 table modifications
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Chapter 3
Adaptive Mode Matching
This chapter will focus on sensing, actuation, and control for adaptive mode matching. Sens-
ing is accomplished by using a variation of the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) method [19] and
conveniently shaped segmented photodiodes. Alignment actuation is performed by adjusting
the pitch and yaw of mirrors. Mode matching actuation is achieved by either moving the
placement of a lens or by changing its focal length. Any complete adaptive system must
have the capability of first aligning then correcting for mode mismatch. This order for error
correction is because, as has been described in Chapter 2, mode mismatch is a second order
error after alignment. Feedback and control signals are first processed by analog components
since they are typically in the radio frequency range. After demodulating the radio frequency
signals, a data acquisition system can then be used to further combine and process the error
signals. A sensing and actuation matrix can then be constructed within a digital system.
Once the digital system feeds these signals back to the actuators, the full task of adaptive
alignment and mode matching is complete.
The sensing section will begin with a description of the Pound-Drever-Hall technique
[20, 19] then move to describing the wavefront sensing technique [15] used in Advanced
LIGO which is built on Pound-Drever-Hall sensing. The actuation section will introduce
available mode matching and alignment actuating hardware then move to a description of
optimal actuator placement in an optical system.
3.1 Sensing
Advanced LIGO was built with a Pound-Drever-Hall locking infrastructure that is used
to keep the optical cavity lengths locked near four kilometers to an remarkably precise,
consistent, and accurate value. This infrastructure is also used to extract alignment error
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signals via the wavefront sensors. Later I will propose an upgrade that will allow this
infrastructure to be used to also provide mode matching error signals. It will be crucial to
then discuss the Pound-Drever-Hall locking technique before continuing.
I will also note that optical cavity length scans are largely used when describing the
Pound-Drever-Hall locking technique. Scanning the length of an optical cavity can be used
to measure the amount of misalignment and mode mismatch present. At a first glance
it may be tempting to use cavity length scans as a way to sense misalignment and mode
mismatch, but this scanning technique requires that lock is broken and therefore is not
a viable sensing option for adaptive alignment and mode matching solutions in Advanced
LIGO. The transmitted optical power of a cavity peaks as the length of the cavity is swept.
This peak occurs when the length of the cavity is an half-integer number of the input beam
wavelength as seen in Figure 8.
To discuss Pound-Drever-Hall sensing I will use the symmetric optical cavity, input beam,
and supporting hardware in Figure 7. This setup is based o↵ of the Pound-Drever-Hall
locking experiment [19]. Also note that the optical setup in Figure 7 is the same as the
optical setup in Figure 3 with the addition of all the hardware needed for executing Pound-
Drever-Hall locking. I did this to maintain consistency throughout this thesis and to better
link the later presented optical setups.
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3.1.1 Pound-Drever-Hall locking
A typical Pound-Drever-Hall setup can be seen in Figure 7. I specifically added the Pound-
Drever-Hall components to the optical cavity illustrated in Figure 3 since wavefront sensing
will eventually be a combination of alignment, mode matching, and the Pound-Drever-Hall
locking technique. Figure 7 will be relevant throughout the rest of this subsection and is
based o↵ of the discussions from Eric D. Black [19].
High Voltage 
Amplifier
Radio Frequency
Local Oscillator Cable length
for correct phasing Mixer
Laser Electro-optic
Modulator
Mode Matching
Lenses
Low Pass
Filter
Feedback
Electronics
Alignment
Steering Mirrors
Quarter
Wave Plate
Radio Frequency
Resonant Photodiode
Optical Cavity
Mirror Mounted
on Piezo
Transm
ission
Photodiode
Figure 7 : A laser produces a fundamental order Gaussian beam. The beam passes through an electro-optic
modulator which is being modulated by a radio frequency local oscillator. The modulation creates three
beams stacked on top of each other which are the carrier, higher sideband and lower sideband. I will show
how these beams are generated mathematically in the next few pages. The beams then pass through mode
matching and alignment optics. A polarizing beam cube reflects the small amount of “S” polarized light
while transmitting “P” polarized light. The reflected beams terminate at a beam dump. The transmitted
beams continue through a quarter wave plate then into an optical cavity. If the optical cavity is well aligned
and mode matched, the carrier resonates and the sidebands are reflected. This is assuming that the cavity
length is an integer multiple of the carrier beam wavelength. Since the sidebands have a shifted wavelength
from the carrier, they will not resonate unless the cavity length changes in their favor as seen in 9. The
reflected carrier and reflected sidebands now pass through the quarter wave plate again causing the beam to
change from “P” polarization to “S” polarization and reflect o↵ of the polarizing beam cube. These beams
are now measured by a resonant radio frequency photodiode. The optical power is then converted into a
voltage and demodulated with a signal from the same radio frequency local oscillator. The demodulation
occurs in the mixer. A correct amount of cable length will ensure that the phase between the photodiode and
local oscillator is near 0 . The demodulated signal then passes through a low pass filter, feedback electronics,
and a high voltage amplifier before actuating on the cavity piezo-electric transducer.
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Pound-Drever-Hall locking allows for the extraction of an error signal at maximum trans-
mitted power. Maximum transmitted power occurs when the optical cavity has a length that
is an integer multiple of the input beam wavelength. This matching of the cavity length to
the input beam wavelength is the resonance condition required and can be seen in Figure 8.
The optical powers incident on the photodiodes in Figure 7 are plotted in Figure 8 as the
cavity length is swept. An error signal cannot be extracted from power alone near resonance
since any deviation results in a power drop as can be noticed by the cavity length sweep in
Figure 8. Figure 8 illustrates how a decrease in power does not reveal any information about
which direction the piezo-electric transducer needs to change the length of the cavity so that
it remains on resonance. Taking a derivative of the cavity length sweep would reveal a useful
error signal, but it would require time domain variations which would cause unwanted power
fluctuations.
Near resonance, the reflected phase has the correct function shape for an error signal as
seen in Figure 8, but power-measuring photodiodes cannot measure phase alone. This is
where the Pound-Drever-Hall locking technique comes into play. Pound-Drever-Hall sensing
extracts an error signal from the reflected phase by adding sidebands to the input beam then
measuring the optical power in reflection and finally demodulating. Demodulating allows
for the beat between the transmitted carrier and reflected sidebands to be measured.
The Pound-Drever-Hall schematic is shown in 7 and error signal it generates is seen in
Figure 9. The reflected power will carry the phase information which can be extracted as
described in detail by Eric D. Black [19]. A brief investigation of the Pound-Drever-Hall
locking technique will reveal useful insight into how wavefront sensing works since the error
signal is extracted from phase terms.
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Figure 8 : The optical power incident on the photodiodes in Figure 7 are shown here. Scanning the cavity
length will reveal a transmission peak and reflection dip in optical power. Though this figure is representative
of the optical cavity in Figure 7, this plot explicitly turns o↵ the electro-optic modulator to illustrate the peaks
without sidebands. Later, Figure 9 will scan the cavity and show the result with sidebands present. Reflected
phase incident on a photdiode is also plotted. The phase and powers are plotted against Frequency/FSR,
where FSR is the well known Free Spectral Range (FSR = c2L where L is the length of the cavity). Power
does not have a useful functional shape for an error signal while reflected phase does. Near resonance, the
phase is a linear function of distance from resonance. The Pound-Drever-Hall method extracts this linearity
and makes it available to use as an error signal. Figure 9 will show the extracted Pound-Drever-Hall error
signal as the optical cavity is scanned.
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To analytically obtain the error signal from the Pound-Drever-Hall method, one must
modulate the incoming beam, obtain the reflection coe cient of the cavity, multiply the
frequency dependent reflection coe cient by all terms, then finally calculate the power [19].
An incoming beam has the form E
inc
= E
0
ei!t. After passing through an electro-optic
modulator (EOM), as seen in Figure 7, the beam has the form
E
inc
= E
0
ei(!t+  sin⌦t)
where ! is the angular frequency of the beam,   is the modulation depth, and ⌦ is the
modulation frequency. Expanding this expression using Bessel functions leads to
E
inc
⇡ [J
0
( ) + 2iJ
1
( ) sin⌦t]ei!t
which can also be written the following way to see the carrier, high sideband, and low
sideband beams in each term
E
inc
⇡ E
0
[J
0
( )ei!t + J
1
( )ei(!+⌦)t   J
1
( )ei(! ⌦)t].
The e↵ects on a cavity scan from the carrier, upper sideband, and lower sideband are clearly
visible in Figure 9 as the large peak, right peak, and left peak respectively.
After the electro-optic modulator, the beams propagate through space into the optical
cavity. Note that the accumulated propagation terms are not expressed since they do not
contribute to the error signal. Not explicitly writing the propagation terms will simplify the
Pound-Drever-Hall locking mechanism explanation.
Next it is important to express the reflection coe cient. The reflection coe cient [11, 19]
has the form
F (!) =
E
refl
E
inc
=
 
r(e
i
!
 ⌫
fsr   1)
 
/
 
1  r2ei
!
 ⌫
fsr
 
(3.1)
where r is the amplitude reflection coe cient of each mirror,  ⌫
fsr
= c
2L
is the Free Spectral
Range (FSR) of the cavity, L is the cavity length, and ! is the angular frequency of the
beam.
Each of the three beams, carrier, upper sideband, and lower side band is multiplied
by the reflection coe cient. This is because the reflection coe cient represents the beams
interaction with the optical cavity mathematically. Also note that the reflection coe cient is
a function of frequency so each beam must be multiplied by the reflection coe cient with the
appropriate frequency. This will describe how well either beam resonates inside the optical
cavity. The field at the photodiode can then be written as
E
ref
= E
0
[F (!)J
0
( )ei!t + F (! + ⌦)J
1
( )ei(!+⌦)t   F (!   ⌦)J
1
( )ei(! ⌦)t].
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The optical power is P
ref
= |E
ref
|2 and can be explicitly written as
P
ref
= P
C
|F (!)|2 + P
s
✓
|F (! + ⌦)|2 + |F (!   ⌦)|2
◆
(3.2)
+ 2
p
P
C
P
s
✓
Re[F (!)F ⇤(! + ⌦)  F ⇤(!)F (!   ⌦)] cos⌦t (3.3)
+ Im[F (!)F ⇤(! + ⌦)  F ⇤(!)F (!   ⌦)] sin⌦t
◆
+ (2⌦terms). (3.4)
By applying a low pass filters we eventually arrive at an expression for the error signal which
is proportional to
✏ =  2
p
P
c
P
s
Im(F (!)F ⇤(! + ⌦)  F ⇤(!)F (!   ⌦)).
We can then say that the useful error signal will be ✏ 2pP
c
P
s
and get
✏
 2
p
P
c
P
s
/ Im(F (!)F ⇤(! + ⌦)  F ⇤(!)F (!   ⌦)). (3.5)
The plot for ✏ 2pP
c
P
s
is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9 : Transmitted power of the optical cavity in Figure 7 is shown in red. The Pound-Drever-Hall error
signal of a well aligned and mode matched optical cavity is shown in black. The power and error signal are
plotted against Frequency over Free Spectral Range. FSR is c2L , where L is the length of the cavity. The
Pound-Drever-Hall method gives every mode an error signal even if it is a sideband, higher order mode, or
the fundamental carrier.
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3.1.2 Wavefront Sensing
Once a Pound-Drever-Hall lock is acquired, we can then begin to understand wavefront
sensing. The following explanations will assume a length locked optical cavity. Wavefront
sensing starts to deviate from Pound-Drever-Hall locking in that instead of using the total
power incident on a photodiode in reflection, the incident power is segmented and compared.
I will later integrate over di↵erent regions on the surface of a photodiode to extract an
error signal, but for now will describe how we arrive to the error signal using higher order
modes. In wavefront sensing, the error signals are obtained by measuring the beat between
the modulated incident beam the and unmodulated higher order modes in the cavity as
described by Morrison [15].
To express wavefront sensing analytically, I will start by considering the modulated carrier
of the form
E
1
= A
1
a
0
U
0
(3.6)
where A
1
is the amplitude coe cient and U
0
is the fundamental mode. a
0
includes the
following: time dependence of the field; the e↵ect of di↵erential phase modulation; and any
static phase di↵erence with respect to the fundamental mode component of the second beam.
The term a
0
is
a
0
= ei(!t+m(t)+ ) (3.7)
where ! is the angular frequency of the beam, m(t) is the phase modulation, and   is the
relative phase di↵erence between the fundamental mode components of the two beams.
Now that we have the modulated carrier incident on the optical cavity, which gets par-
tially reflected and propagates to a photodiode, we can construct the unmodulated beam.
The unmodulated beam is the resonant beam that gets transmitted out from inside the
optical cavity. If this optical cavity has misalignment or mode mismatching, then the res-
onating mode content will contain higher order modes. Since these higher order modes do
not pass through an electro-optic modulator, they will not have modulation terms. This is
one key di↵erence between the input beam and the cavity transmitted beam. The form of
the transmitted content will be
E
2
= A
2
(b
0
U
0
+ b
1
U
1
+ b
2
U
2
) (3.8)
where again A
2
is the amplitude coe cient, U
n
is the higher order Hermite-Gauss mode of
order n, and b
n
is
b
n
= r
n
ei✓nei(!t+ n(z)). (3.9)
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Tilt Translation Waist position Waist size
r
0
1 1 1 1
✓
0
0 0 0 0
r
1
⌧ 1 ⌧ 1 0 0
✓
1
⇡
2
0 ⇡
2
0
r
2
0 0 ⌧ 1 ⌧ 1
✓
2
⇡
2
0 ⇡
2
0
Table 2 : A table used for organizing the values contained inside bn. Tilt, translation, waist position, and
waist size each have di↵erent, but related values of r0, ✓0, r1, ✓1, r2, and ✓2.
Note that r
n
and ✓
n
are determined by either the misalignment or the mode mismatch. If
there is no misalignment or mode mismatch, then these terms go to zero.
It is important to investigate the term b
n
because it leads to our desired error signal. The
error signal is encoded in this term and will need to be extracted. Table 2 shows the values
r
n
and ✓
n
can take on.
Now we have all the analytic expressions we need for generating error signals for mis-
alignment and mode mismatch. To calculate the error signal, we need to express the optical
field and then use this to calculate optical power. The field of interest is given by
E = E
1
+ E
2
= (a
0
A
1
+ b
0
A
2
)U
0
+ b
1
A
2
U
1
+ b
2
A
2
U
2
. (3.10)
Optical power now be calculated as P = EE⇤. After a few lines of algebra [15], we arrive at
the expression proportional to our desired error signal.
The length signal, Pound-Drever-Hall signal, is obtained by integrating the field E over
all space. This integral leads to an error signal which is proportional to
I
m
/ m(t)A
1
A
2
sin  (3.11)
where again m(t) is the phase modulation, and   is the relative phase di↵erence between
the fundamental mode components of the two beams. Cross checking this against the error
signal obtained in the previous section further supports it.
Angular misalignment and displacement error signals can be obtained by integrating
from 0 to 1 and comparing that against the integral from  1 to 0 as seen in equation 3.12.
For the orthogonal degree of freedom the same statement holds true except with a di↵erent
integrating variable as seen in equation 3.13. Physical photodiodes are split in 4 sections. If
the left is compared with the right we can get the yaw error signal. If instead we compare
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the top and bottom we get the pitch error signal. This is why a quadrant photodiode is best
suited to measure the error signal generated by pitch and yaw o↵sets. The pitch and yaw
error signal can then be calculated from the following expression
I
m
/
Z 1
0
EE⇤dx 
Z  1
0
EE⇤dx (3.12)
for the horizontal direction and
I
m
/
Z 1
0
EE⇤dy  
Z  1
0
EE⇤dy (3.13)
for the vertical direction . After substituting the field expression discussed above and some
lines of algebra, the pitch and yaw error signals are proportional to
I
m
/ r
1
m(t)A
1
A
2
sin 
1
= r
1
m(t)A
1
A
2
sin(✓
1
+  
1
(z)) (3.14)
with the correct values for r
0
, ✓
0
, r
1
, ✓
1
, r
2
, and ✓
2
obtained from the table above.
Bullseye or annular split photodiodes are best suited for measurement of waist size and
waist location o↵sets. This is because waist size or waist location o↵sets produce an error
signal that is radially symmetric. Integrating with radial coordinates instead of cartesian
coordinates will then give the desired error signal.
I
m
/
Z
2⇡
0
Z 1
r
EE⇤rdrd✓  
Z
2⇡
0
Z
r
0
EE⇤rdrd✓ (3.15)
Notice that this is what is meant when we take the power in the outer ring and compare it
against the power in the inner ring of a bullseye photodiode. The resulting expression has
the form
I
m
/ r
2
m(t)A
1
A
2
sin 
2
= r
2
m(t)A
1
A
2
sin(✓
2
+  
2
(z)) (3.16)
where again r
0
, ✓
0
, r
1
, ✓
1
, r
2
, and ✓
2
are obtained from the table above. These are essentially
the error signals we wish to obtain for an adaptive alignment and mode matching solution
in Advanced LIGO.
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3.2 Actuation
Alignment actuation is relatively simple when compared to mode matching actuation. Ad-
vanced LIGO has alignment tip tilt actuators with plenty of range, but lacks equally capa-
ble mode matching actuators. Mode matching actuators can have non intuitive actuation
spaces, are range limited, and scarce in Advanced LIGO. For these reasons I will focus
on mode matching actuators in this section. Figure 10 will provide a simple and realistic
means to discuss key points for mode matching actuators. The mode matching actuating
telescope in Figure 10 will also be used to discuss range, optimal actuator placement and set
the fundamental design principles for my adaptive mode matching experiments at Syracuse
University.
3.2.1 Simple and Realistic Setup for Mode Matching Actuation
There are three beam waists to note in Figure 10. The input beam waist location is the
reference at 0 meters. The input beam waist size is a reasonable size that one could imagine
finding in a typical optics lab. The second beam waist is also reasonable in size and location
and has the main purpose of being located after propagating through the first lens. This
was done to explore the e↵ects on several Rayleigh ranges. The Rayleigh range of a beam
is defined by the waist and thus can provide scaling for the results. The third beam is
also a similar size and chosen to be located after propagating through the lens placed at
the Rayleigh range. Also, an optical cavity is shown to point out that actuation range will
ultimately be a function of overlap. A good mode matching telescope respects these three
beam waists, their locations, and actuating lens placements.
The lenses are chosen with the criteria that they produce a beam waist after the beam
propagates through them. Creating a waist after propagation can be done with a strong
converging lens. This is purely to help visualize the beam, but these design principles can
also be followed respecting virtual waists with the same result. For the lens at z
0
it is useful
to scan the focal length from flat, infinite radius of curvature, to some reasonable focal
length. The lens placed at z
R
has a focal length that produces a waist up ahead so that it is
mode matched with the optical cavity. In reality z
R
could have a wide range of focal lengths
with little e↵ect on the final result.
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Figure 10 : A simple and realistic mode matching actuation telescope is seen here. An input beam has an
arbitrarily chosen waist of 0.367 millimeters at 0 meters representing some input beam from a cavity. This
beam then propagates away from the input cavity and into an arbitrarily chosen focusing lens which has the
only function of producing a beam waist ahead and at a reasonable, but arbitrary size. The second beam
waist is 0.0898 millimeters at 0.1046 meters. The beam then passes through two lenses z0 and zR which I
will vary their focal lengths to demonstrate waist size and waist location actuation orthogonality. Lens z0
starts o↵ flat while the lens at zR has an arbitrary 20 cm focal length. The lenses then produce a third waist
that is mode matched to a optical cavity. It should be noted that the two actuating lenses are 45  apart in
Gouy phase. This Gouy phase separation is key to the orthogonal actuation.
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3.2.2 Waist Size vs Waist Position Phase Space
The phase space in Figure 11 is useful when discussing actuator orthogonality. Figure 11
shows the change in waist size and waist location of the beam at the cavity in 10. Though
the e↵ect may not be too large, namely because the focal length range is small, we can
clearly see that the actuators act orthogonal to each other.
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Figure 11 : A MATLAB model of the telescope in Figure 10 was created. This model sweeps the lens
curvature radius. I then plot the change in resulting beam waist size and waist position. The curves show
the e↵ect on the waist size and waist position as an additional superimposed lens is inserted and scanned
from flat to -10 m then from flat to +10 m. I say superimposed because the flat lens has no e↵ect on the
beam while inserting a lens immediately after with some curvature does. This phase space is useful for mode
matching a beam into a cavity. The results show how two lenses placed 45  apart in Gouy phase can act as
orthogonal mode matching actuators.
The curve representing the 0.0238 m lens at the Rayleigh range in Figure 11 keeps the
lens position fixed at z
R
. Additionally, a superimposed lens is swept from flat, - infinite
radius of curvature, to -10 m. Also, the superimposed lens is swept from flat, + infinte
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radius of curvature, to +10 m. This lens range was chosen because it is the best actuation
achievable with the thermal lens used in this thesis. This varying of focal length is currently
done via heating the barrel of an optic and allowing thermal expansion to physically change
the curvature of the lens and thus vary the focal length. We can see that actuating in this
way has a huge e↵ect on the waist size when compared to the waist location. This is the
exact ability one would want when changing the mode matching into an optical cavity.
For the curve representing the flat lens at the waist in Figure 11 we can now observe an
orthogonal e↵ect. Changing the focal length of a lens placed at z
0
has a strong e↵ect on the
waist location while a weaker e↵ect on the waist size. It is now important to note that a
variable lens at z
0
and a variable lens placed at z
R
provide a means to correct for both waist
size o↵set and waist location o↵set in an optical cavity that may be down the line.
I have shown that the best placement for variable lens actuators is to separate them by
45  Gouy phase. Furthermore, placing one variable lens actuator at the Rayleigh range and
one at the waist will give full control of mode matching into an optical cavity.
In addition to variable lens actuators, one could vary the lens placement to create a wide
range of resulting beams. However, translation stage actuators are noisy for use in advanced
LIGO and thus I did not study them as a solution. A similar orthogonal actuation study
exists, but I will not discuss it in this thesis since it will be one of the topics in Thomas Vo’s
thesis.
3.2.3 Designing Actuators for a Cavity Retroactively
Actuating on a fundamental mode order Gaussian beam requires an understanding of how
a lens in a particular location will a↵ect an optical cavity. Perreca [18] and Sanders [14]
explored solutions that would grant LIGO the ability to adaptability mode match.
An already constructed optical cavity usually has many focusing lenses prior to the cavity.
Actuating on a single lens rarely has the desired e↵ect to correct for mode matching. I bring
up this point because it is not su cient that a mode matching actuator has a large range.
The actuators need to be incorporated into a telescope that has the net result of a large
actuation range on the mode overlap. The important action is how changes in the lens a↵ect
the total telescope and thus alter the beam shape going into the optical cavity.
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3.2.4 Actuators in Advanced LIGO
The initial plan [18, 14] called for a translation-stage based actuator formed of a modified
tip-tilt mounted on an Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) compatible translation stage. These trans-
lation stages were commercially available from Physik Instrumente with translation ranges
up to 305 mm. However, there are significant barriers to using translation-based solutions.
Physik Instrumente has discontinued the manufacture of UHV-compatible translation stages
with su ciently large ranges of motion. Furthermore, the vacuum compatibility of the stage
drive mechanisms was questionable; achieving large ranges of motion with a simple driver
requires some level of lubrication. The UHV-operable stages would function under vacuum
conditions, but not without contaminating the vacuum.
Currently in Advanced LIGO, mature and viable solutions for mode-matching adjust-
ments rely on thermal actuators. Two thermal actuator strategies are available; a signal
recycling mirror substrate thermal lens, and an active thermal lens developed at the Univer-
sity of Florida [21] . Back plane heating of the signal recycling mirror substrate can induce a
thermal lens with up to 0.05 diopter range or 20 meter focal length. As the lens is within the
signal recycling mirror substrate rather than near the reflective surface, it is not expected
to interact with the signal recycling mirror resonant mode. The thermal actuator developed
at the University of Florida can be incorporated into the beam path using a weak lens with
a 0.1 diopter or 10 meter focal length adjustment range. Both thermal actuators may have
long-term viability issues, as they rely on SF57 (dense flint) glass. In its original formulation,
SF57 has significant amounts of arsenic and lead. These inclusions produced an interesting
coe cient of thermal expansion. After reformulation to meet RoHS standards, N-SF57 no
longer displays desirable thermal expansion. However, on the timescale of implementation,
using SF57 may be our best solution.
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Chapter 4
Mode Converting Wavefront Sensor
This section begins to describe my suggested upgrade for Advanced LIGO. The upgrade
involves modifying existing wavefront sensor Gouy phase telescopes by incorporating a cylin-
drical lens mode converting telescope. This will enable existing quadrant photodiode wave-
front sensors in LIGO to measure mode mismatch while maintaining their ability to measure
alignment. Additionally, the work in this chapter has led to a patent with patent number
20180374967 [22]. In this section I will begin with a description of a mode converter and
will focus on the ⇡
2
symmetrical mode converter. Useful mode converter configurations will
be presented and discussed. I will also introduce an intuitive graphical means to understand
the mode converter along with a mathematical description. The later parts of this section
are focused on modeling the mode converter and modeling the full radio frequency sensing
scheme. I will show that a radio frequency quadrant photodiode can produce useful mode
matching and alignment error signals.
4.1 Mode Converter
The mode converter in this section is known as a ⇡
2
mode converter and is a special case of
a more general “✓ converter” [23, 24, 25]. An understating can be obtained by reading the
matrix formalism presented in [23] and [24]. In this framework, a mode converter is compared
to the Jones matrix framework for polarization of light. In this analogy, the Hermite-Gauss
and Laguerre-Gauss modes are compared to linear polarization components.
Though the framework is very general, it can be simplified for our specific application.
The authors were mainly interested in converting Hermite-Gauss modes into Lagurre-Gauss
modes and did not consider the mode matching applications of this technique.
In my opinion, the arguments I will later present lead to a more pictorial and step by
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step understanding of what the mode converter actually does and how it does it. Once
intuition is obtained it can later be applied to the more general mode converter with ease.
Since Advanced LIGO would only use this mode converter to measure mode mismatch, a
⇡
2
mode converter is su cient. The ⇡
2
mode converter can be reduced into much simpler
operations. The over all e↵ect I am concerned with is the mode converter’s ability to leave
the HG
00
, HG
01
, HG
10
modes una↵ected while perfectly transforming the LG
01
mode into
a 45  rotated HG
11
. As I break down the mode converter into simpler operations it can be
seen that the most important operation of the mode converter is the ability to allow one
Cartesian axis to accumulate ⇡ phase more than its orthogonal axis. Since the LG
01
and
HG
11
modes are second order modes, the ⇡
2
phase accumulation gets multiplied by N=2
which totals a ⇡ phase accumulation. This results in a very crucial sign flip for one axis via
the Euler Identity ei⇡ =  1 which will be described in the following sub sections.
In Figure 12 we can see a model of the mode converter constructed in this thesis. The
cylindrical lens components have a 100 millimeter focal length along one axis and are flat
in the orthogonal axis. They are separated by
p
2 · 100 millimeters which will explained
in the design section of this thesis. We can see in Figure 12 that the mode converter
has the e↵ect, in the region between the cylindrical lenses, of creating di↵erential Gouy
phase accumulation between the two perpendicular axes. Outside of the cylindrical lens
region, the beam accumulates Gouy phase equally in both axis. The di↵erential Gouy phase
accumulation in between the cylindrical lens telescope totals ⇡
2
. This means that for a second
order mode the total phase accumulation is ⇡. Again, this extra ⇡ phase is accumulated in
only one axis causing the sign flip via the Euler Identity ei⇡ =  1. The rest of this section
will in some way refer back to this specific mode converter setup. Please keep this specific
mode converter setup in mind as you read through this section.
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Figure 12 : The beam size as a function of transverse propagation distance as a beam passes through a ⇡2
mode converting telescope is shown. The Gouy phase accumulation as a function of propagation distance is
also plotted. The axis aligned with the cylindrical lens focusing axis is shown in red and experiences focusing.
The axis not aligned with the cylindrical lens focusing axis is shown in blue and remains una↵ected. Both
beams overlap perfectly outside the region between the two cylindrical lenses. The Gaussian beam has a
beam waist in between the two cylindrical lenses. Notice that as beams pass through the ⇡2 mode converter,
there is a ⇡2 phase di↵erence between the focusing axis and non focusing axis.
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It is interesting to visualize how the LG
01
bullseye mode transforms into a 45  rotated
HG
11
mode. Figure 13 shows a ⇡
2
mode converter using two 100 millimeter focal length
cylindrical lenses. The cylindrical lenses are separated by 100 ⇤
p
2 as prescribed by the
literature. This figure shows transverse slices as a LG
01
bullseye mode passes through this
mode converter. Power, field, and phase are shown below at each transverse step. Note that
Power is just the absolute value of the field squared so it will have a similar shape. It should
also be noted that the phase only holds two values 0  and 180  shown in navy blue and
yellow respectively.
At first you see that the mode enters the mode converting region and begins to compress
in the direction of the cylindrical lens focusing axis. This compressing causes the power in
the outer ring to get shifted to the top and bottom lobes of the 45  rotated HG
11
mode. As
the beam continues to propagate through the telescope, it can be seen that the power in the
center of the LG
01
bullseye mode is split in two and pushed to the left and right lobes of
the 45  rotated HG
11
mode. The mode continues to propagate until the familiar 45  rotated
HG
11
mode, pringle mode, is complete.
I will describe how these figures were created in the following sections, but for now we
can use this visual aid to understand what is happening to the mode as it is transformed.
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Figure 13 : A ⇡2 mode converter is shown. Transverse slices are shown as a LG01 bullsye mode passes
through. Power, field and phase are shown. Note that power is the amplitude squared of the field. Also note
that the phase only takes two values which are 0  and 180  shown in navy blue and yellow respectively. As
a higher order LG01 mode passes through the telescope you can see that the power in the outer ring gets
transferred to diagonal lobes in the first half. The second half of the propagation shows that the power in
the inside gets divided and moves towards the edges.
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In order to describe the mode converter in more detail it must also be understood that
both Hermite-Gaussian and Laguerre-Gaussian modes form a complete orthogonal basis and
hence can describe any mode as a linear combination of their basis elements. We can then
say that any one Lagurre-Gauss mode can be described with a number of Hermite-Gauss
modes and vise versa. In general,
|LG
l,p
i =
1X
n=0
1X
m=0
|HG
n,m
i hHG
n,m
|LG
l,p
i (4.1)
and
|HG
n,m
i =
1X
l=0
1X
p=0
|LG
l,p
i hLG
l,p
|HG
n,m
i (4.2)
It should also be noted that the mode converter does not provide a means of mode
order transformation. This changing of basis preserves the mode order and hence N =
2p+ |l| = n+m in their respective coordinates. This leads to the very important fact that
the mode mismatching Laguerre-Gauss bullseye mode must be composed of second order
Hermite-Gauss modes.
This is a brief introduction to the working parts of the mode converter, its history, and
its current understanding. I will now introduce the qualitative understanding which in my
opinion gives better intuition.
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4.1.1 How a ⇡
2
Mode Converter Works Qualitatively
A pictorial understanding of the ⇡
2
mode converter can be gained by decomposing higher order
modes into their Hermite-Gauss basis constituents and individually passing them through
a mode converter. Examining higher order Hermite-Gauss constituents will reveal a link
between Laguerre-Gauss and 45  rotated Hermite-Gauss modes.
First we should note that passing a higher order Hermite-Gauss mode through a mode
converter that has cylindrical lenses aligned along the vertical or horizontal axis will undergo
no structural change as seen in Figure 14 and Figure 15. Figures 14 and 15 also show how
there is a sign flip in only one axis, the axis aligned with the focusing element.
Figure 14 : Passing a HG20 through a mode converter. The top left and top right images are representative
of optical power before and after the mode converter. This mode has no focusing along the higher order
mode axis. Notice that the mode passes through una↵ected by the mode converter.
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If we pass a Hermite-Gauss mode through a mode converter along the cylindrical lens
focusing axis then we will see exactly a sign flip as depicted in Figure 15. This sign flip
occurs because of two reasons: The ⇡
2
mode converter causes the focusing axis to accumulate
⇡
2
phase and since this is a second order beam the resulting phase accumulation is multiplied
by 2 resulting in ⇡. Converting this ei⇡ total phase accumulation via the Euler Identity
ei⇡ =  1, we can see that the focusing axis gets a sign flip.
Figure 15 : Passing a HG02 through a mode converter. The top left and right images are representative of
optical power before and after the mode converter. This mode has focusing along its higher order mode axis.
This time there is exactly a sign flip after passing through the mode converter. This sign flip can be noted
in the field image as all the light regions become dark after the mode converter.
Lets hold the results of these images in our memory while we finish describing the beam
decomposition since we will need it to connect it all together in the end.
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Since mode mismatch manifests itself into the LG
01
bullseye mode, I will use this mode
as the main example. It should be noted that any higher order mode could be used and
produces similar results.
The decomposition of a LG
01
mode into the Hermite-Gauss basis can be seen in figure 16.
Doing this reveals that the LG
01
mode is composed precisely of 1p
2
|HG
02
i + 1p
2
|HG
20
i as
will be seen analytically in the next section. It can be said that mode mismatch is a second
order e↵ect to alignment, that is the second order Hermite-Gauss modes can construct an
the LG
01
mode exactly.
Figure 16 : Pixel by pixel addition and subtraction of second order HG modes. The LG01 mode is composed
of exactly the addition of 1p
2
HG20 and
1p
2
HG02. A 45  rotated HG11 mode is composed of the subtraction
of 1p
2
HG20 and
1p
2
HG02. This shows the link between a LG01 mode to a rotated HG11 mode. Flipping
the sign of one of the resulting decomposed modes is responsible for the di↵erence.
An interesting results is obtained when instead of adding the second order Hermite-Gauss
modes we subtract them as is done in figure 16. Performing the subtraction of these modes,
1p
2
|HG
02
i   1p
2
|HG
20
i, results in a 45  rotated HG
11
mode. This means that the only
di↵erence between HG
11
and LG
01
is a 45  rotation and a sign flip along one axis.
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When combining this beam decomposition understanding with the mode converter, it
can be illustrated that the mode converter flips the sign of one of the orthogonal modes to
produce rotated modes in the original basis. Another way of saying this is that the mode
converter telescope creates a region where Gouy phase is accumulated di↵erently between the
two axis. One of the orthogonal axis accumulates a total of ⇡ phase more than its orthogonal
axis.
Figure 17 : Fourier optics treatment of a LG01 through a mode converter. The output is a 45  rotated HG11
mode. The power and field are plotted separately to better observe the transformation. Plotting field alone
also requires examination of the imaginary terms which are also plotted separately. The machinery behind
this MATLAB simulation will be explained in the following section.
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4.1.2 Design of the ⇡
2
mode-converter
The equations
|LG
01
i = 1p
2
|HG
20
i+ 1p
2
|HG
02
i (4.3)
and
|HG45 rot
11
i = 1p
2
|HG
20
i   1p
2
|HG
02
i (4.4)
highlight key requirements for a mode-converter capable of converting a LG
01
into a HG45
 
rot
11
mode: We need a di↵erence of ⇡ in phase evolution between the two 2nd order modes HG
20
and HG
02
, leading to a relative sign flip via the Euler Identity ei⇡ =  1. We thus require a
telescope consisting of at least two cylindrical lenses that
1. has a x-Gouy phase   
x
and y-Gouy phase   
y
evolution that di↵ers by exactly ⇡
2
between the first and last cylindrical lens (  
x
   
y
= ⇡
2
), and
2. again matches the x- and y- Gaussian parameters q
x
and q
y
after the last cylindrical
lens. Note that technically the quadrant photo detector (QPD) could be placed at the
location of, and instead of the last cylindrical lens. But that would make any further
downstream adjustment of the sensing Gouy phase of the QPD impossible.
While there are an infinite number of solutions that fit conditions 1) and 2) above, there
is only one symmetric solution with two cylindrical lenses with the same focal length f and
the waist exactly in the middle between the two lenses. For this symmetric case, condition
2) requires the x- and y- beam diameter to be identical at the lenses, which leads to the
additional condition
w
x
= w
y
. (4.5)
This means that the wavefront curvature for the horizontal and vertical axis must be the
same at the cylindrical lenses. Since the reciprocal of the complex beam parameter contains
wavefront curvature and relative on-axis intensity parts
1
q(z)
=
1
z + iz
R
=
z
z2 + z2
R
  i zR
z2 + z2
R
=
1
R(z)
  i  
⇡w2(z)
(4.6)
I can take the imaginary part of this to extract the waist size at some distance z
=
✓
1
q
x
◆
= =
✓
1
q
y
◆
. (4.7)
Writing the complex beam parameter explicitly
=
✓
1
d
2
+ iz
Rx
◆
= =
✓
1
d
2
+ iz
Ry
◆
(4.8)
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where d is the separation between the lenses, and z
Rx
, z
Ry
are the Rayleigh ranges for the
x- and y- Gaussian beam profile. Simplifying this expression by multiplying the numerator
and denominator by the complex conjugate and taking the imaginary part leads to
 z
Rx
d
2
4
+ z2
Rx
=
 z
Ry
d
2
4
+ z2
Ry
. (4.9)
After distributing, factoring like terms, and simplifying we arrive at
d2
4
= z
Rx
· z
Ry
. (4.10)
Arranging all the terms on the left hand side
d
2z
Rx
· d
2z
Ry
= 1. (4.11)
Since ultimately shifting the Gouy phase in one axis will produce the desired mode
conversion I will write this condition in terms of Gouy phase. This can be achieved by
using the well known equation for Gouy phase    = arctan( z
z
R
) or z
z
R
= tan(  ). To
choose the correct value for z, remember that this condition is after the beam propagates
to the second cylindrical lens. Since this is a symmetric case where the distance from the
beam waist to each cylindrical lens is d
2
, where d is the length of the telescope, z = d
2
.
This allows us to write Gouy phase as d
2z
R
= tan(  ). One more thing to consider is
that this expression for Gouy phase is for a symmetric beam. Since we are considering
the horizontal and vertical axis separately, the Gouy phase contribution for each axis is
   = (n + m + 1)(  
x
+   
y
)/2 + (n   m)(  
x
    
y
)/2 from Beijersbergen [24]. For
  
x
we have   
x
=  
x
(d)    
x
( d) = 2 arctan( d
z
Rx
) and similarly for   
y
. Substituting
this Gouy phase expression into 4.11 we get
tan
  
x
2
· tan   y
2
= 1 (4.12)
Using   
x
   
y
= ⇡
2
, this second condition is equivalent to cos   x+  y
2
= 0, or
  
x
=
3⇡
4
,   
y
=
⇡
4
. (4.13)
Finally, since tan ⇡
8
= 1p
2+1
and tan 3⇡
8
= 1p
2 1 , we get for the cylindrical focal length f of
both lenses and the lens separation d
f =
z
0
1 + 1p
2
, d =
p
2f, (4.14)
where z
0
= z
Ry
= ⇡w
2
0
 
is the Rayleigh range of the incoming beam (no lens in y-direction).
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4.1.3 How the ⇡
2
Mode Converter Model Works
The figures above were created using a Fourier optics treatment of beam propagation and
lenses in MATLAB. This model has proven useful to explore the capabilities and constraints
of a cylindrical lens mode converting system. I will describe the workings of the model in
this section.
The MATLAB model begins with an input beam in full algebraic form taking in n and
m as the mode order inputs, x and y as the transverse coordinate variable, z
0
x
and z
0
y
as
the waist location of each coordinate, and z
R
x
and z
R
x
as the respective Rayleigh range.
The spatial distributions can be reproduced from the gaussian beam equations in section 2.
Below is a walk through of the most critical arguments of the model.
1 %% Using getHG to generate input beam
2 InputBeam=rotatedHGmode (n ,m, x , y , zx , zRx , zy , zRy , lambda , ang le ) ;
3
4 %% Applying the mode conve r t e r t e l e s c op e with Four i e r op t i c s
5 [ out , dvx]=FourierX ( InputBeam , dx ) ;
6 h l f =( s i z e (x , 1 ) 1) /2 ;
7 vx=dvx⇤[  h l f : 1 : h l f ] ’ ;
8 [ InputBeam2 , dx2]= iFour ierX ( out , dvx ) ;
9 fx=z0/(1+1/ sq r t (2 ) ) ;
10 DX=sqr t (2 ) ⇤ fx ;
11 hf=getLensX ( fx , lambda , x , y ) ;
12 HD=getSpaceX (DX, lambda , vx , y ) ;
13 HmD2=getSpaceX( DX/2 , lambda , vx , y ) ;
14 OutputBeam=applyMCtelescope ( InputBeam , dx , hf ,HD,HmD2) ;
15
16 %% Plot the gauss ian beam with mode conve r t e r graph ic
17 plotModeConverter ( InputBeam , OutputBeam) ;
Note that the functions getLensX and getSpaceX serve as lens or space operators. In the
Fourier treatment propagation distance is tagged onto the gaussian beam form as a phase
term in the form of eikx. Applying a lens operation is done by first Fourier transforming the
expression then multiplying by a phase term.
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4.1.4 How a ⇡
2
Mode Converter Works Experimentally
To test the mode converter experimentally I used a triangular optical cavity because it
was readily available and able to use the Pound-Drever-Hall locking method to lock to the
Gaussian modes I was interested in. In reality any optical cavity that satisfies these two
criteria would work for these tests. The mode converter is set up in transmission of the
optical cavity.
Figure 18 shows the complete test setup I used to study static mode conversion. A
1064 nanometer Mephisto Nd:YAG crystal based infrared laser is passed through quarter
wave plates and a Faraday Isolator. The beam passes through a focusing lens so that it
is small enough to pass through an electro-optic modulator. A power adjusting polarizing
beam cube is in the path right before the broadband electro-optic modulator. The beam
then passes through a broadband electro-optic modulator which adds sidebands for the later
experiment. A secondary 25 MHz electro-optic modulator is used to add sidebands for these
tests. Mode matching lenses then shape the beam so that it optimally resonates in the
triangular cavity. Steering mirrors provide a means for alignment before entering the optical
cavity. The reflected beam is directed to a 25 MHz resonant photodiode. The resonant
output of the photodiode is mixed with a signal from the same oscillator used to modulate
the electro-optic modulator. The mixer demodulates the signal and hence the famous Pound-
Drever-Hall error signal is obtained. This error signal is then directed to feedback controls
before driving the frequency of the laser. This completes the locking hardware for this setup.
In transmission of the triangular optical cavity I installed a camera and a mode converting
telescope. The mode converting telescope first needs beam shaping lenses to match the
conditions required for mode conversion in the cylindrical lenses. One of these conditions is
that the beam waist needs to be at the halfway point between the two cylindrical lenses.
This setup has alignment and mode matching imperfections that allow a small amount
of higher order mode content to resonate in the cavity. This misalignment is crucial to
these tests because it allows for an easy way to lock to the four or five higher order modes of
interest. My main goals with this setup were to show that the fundamental mode is converted
to itself, alignment modes are una↵ected in intensity or power, and that the bullseye mode
converts perfectly into something that can be measured with a quadrant photodiode.
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Figure 18 : A 1064 infrared laser is passed through quarter wave plates and a Faraday Isolator. Power
adjusting optics follow next. The beam then passes through a two electro-optic modulators. The broadband
electro-optic modulator is used in the full wavefront control experiment, but provides no modulation here. A
secondary 25 MHz electro-optic modulator is used to add sidebands for the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) locking
technique. The beam then passes through mode matching lenses then steering mirrors. The reflected beam
is directed to a 25 MHz resonant photodiode. The resonant output of the photodiode is demodulated inside
a universal PDH box using a mixer and the local oscillator used to modulate the electro-optic modulator.
This error signal is then directed to feedback controls before driving the frequency of the laser.
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Constructing a ⇡
2
mode converter in transmission requires two main criterion. The con-
straints of a physical ⇡
2
mode converter are focal length, separation distance d = f
p
2, and
waist size w
0
=
q
f (1+1/
p
2)
⇡
between the cylindrical lenses. I found it useful first to plot
the waist size versus the focal length for a symmetrical mode converter before choosing
cylindrical lenses to order from a vendor.
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Figure 19 : A mode converter waist size versus cylindrical lens focal length plot. Most vendors will will carry
cylindrical lenses in the 50 millimeter to 500 millimeter range. I used a 100 millimeter focal length which
meant I needed to produce a waist of about 240 micrometers. A 240 micrometer waist is well within the
acceptable waists we can create in the laboratory.
The challenge here is to balance the construction of a not too large and not too small
beam waist size while also not choosing di cult to manufacture cylindrical lenses. I settled
on cylindrical lenses with a 100 millimeter focal length since they were inexpensive and
readily available. This meant that the waist I would have to construct would have to be 240
micrometers according to Figure 19. This was not hard to do with the available lenses in
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our lab.
Another design feature to consider is to choose a circular cylindrical lens as opposed to
a square cylindrical lens. Since most of our optic holders were meant for use with a 1 inch
circular optic I went with a circular cylindrical lens. A square cylindrical lens is shown in
the diagrams because it is much more easy to see what such a cylindrical lens does. I found
these lenses were more expensive than the 1 inch rounded counterpart. A square cylindrical
lens would not need careful transverse rotation adjustment, but the price did not justify this
purchase.
Mounting a circular cylindrical lens on a rotational platform like those used by wave
plates was highly convenient for our lab since we have these parts readily available. In order
to orient the circular cylindrical lens I used a flashlight and the focal power to choose a
horizontal orientation as seen in Figure 20. To make sure that the lenses are aligned with
the horizontal, I shined the flashlight through them and move it closer or further from the
lens until it has clearly focused only one axis. This produces a line which then can be used
as a reference. It is as simple as making the projection of the flashlight horizontal with the
reference horizontal line on the optical bench.
Light source is too close Push light source till one
 axis is completely focused
Rotate till horizontal Ready to install
Figure 20 : Mode converter cylindrical lens preparation procedure.
Alternatively it also works to make the focusing line vertical instead of horizontal. This
will ensure that the vertical and horizontal misalignment modes are still converted into
themselves.
A mode converter has a mode matching condition that needs to be met. The input beam
waist has to be about 240 µm, for a 100 mm focal power lens pair, and lie right in the middle
of the two lenses. To achieve this a beam scan must first be taken. Once you know the input
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Figure 21 : Mode converter installation procedure.
beam you can use your favorite mode matching tool. I used Just Another Mode Matching
Tool (JAMMT) to choose lenses that would satisfy the mode matching condition.
Since the distance between the lenses must be f
p
2, a 100 millimeter focal length would
mean that they need to be separated by approximately 141 millimeters which is easy to
achieve with a common ruler or meter stick. A beam scan will reveal where the waist should
be and the cylindrical lenses can be placed with respect to this reference. Calculate  f
p
2
2
from the waist and place the first cylindrical lens. Calculate +f
p
2
2
from the waist and place
the second cylindrical lens.
I then can induce a bit of misalignment, mode mismatch or both to look for and lock
to higher order modes of interest. To observe mode conversion I just need to compare both
transmitted camera images.
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4.1.5 Static Mode Converter Results
The results of the static mode converting tests in Figure 22 allowed me to experimentally
explore configurations that would be useful to Advanced LIGO wavefront sensors. It should
be noted that Figure 13 was produced without changing alignment or mode matching. Only
the high voltage amplifier o↵set voltage knob was changed to lock to the di↵erent modes. I
locked to the fundamental, HG
01
, HG
10
, and LG
01
modes.
While fine tuning the mode converter, I was able to observe mode conversion quality. The
cylindrical lens placement is robust to angular error. Large angle rotations were needed to
significantly disfigure the mode conversion. As the mode order goes up the angular placement
becomes more important, but for the modes I was concerned with 1  to 5  precision was
su cient.
The preservation of HG
00
, HG
10
, and HG
01
modes is seen in Figure 22 as expected.
This configuration was found by locking to the HG
10
and rotating both cylindrical lenses
until there was no notable change between both cameras. Since the bullseye mode is radially
symmetric, it is not a↵ected by the orientation of the mode converter cylindrical lenses. This
fact was exploited when fine tuning the mode converter.
Figure 22 shows the pure conversion of the LG
01
mode to a 45  rotated HG
11
mode. As
can be seen it works very well and leaves little doubt that this would work with a quadrant
photodiode.
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Figure 22 : Measured mode conversion is observed here. A mode converter was setup using the method
described above. An input beam was generated from the output transmission of a optical cavity. Without
altering the mode converter in any way, I locked onto the HG00, HG10, HG01, and LG01 modes. As
described above, all modes parallel or perpendicular to the mode converter focusing axis remain unchanged
in power. Since the LG01 is concentric, it never really aligns with the focusing axis and thus we get perfect
conversion to a 45  rotated HG11 mode.
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4.2 Gouy Phase Mode Converting Telescope with Radio Frequency
Quadrant Photodiode Wavefront Sensor
Higher order mode-sensing techniques currently utilize CCD cameras, clipped photodiode
arrays [26], or bullseye photodiodes [27]. These sensors provide feedback error signals for
correcting either the beam waist size or waist location, but also have drawbacks. Some of
the drawbacks include slow signal acquisition for CCD sensors, 50% reduction in sensing
capabilities for clipped arrays, and expensive custom parts that are di cult to setup for
bullseye photodiodes. While sensing mode matching is challenging, alignment sensing is well
developed in comparison. Our method transforms mature alignment sensors into equally
mature mode matching sensors.
A theoretical description by Anderson [16] points out that optical cavity misalignment
generates higher order Hermite-Gauss modes, while mode mismatching generates higher
order Laguerre-Gauss modes. It is tempting to directly measure the bullseye shaped LG
mode at this step, but doing so means you have to tailor new sensors to the LG mode.
By applying the mode converter in reverse, we show that the LG
01
mode turns into a 45 
rotated HG
11
mode which is shaped perfectly for a quadrant photodidoe. After the quadrant
photodiode we are free to use well-known heterodyne detection methods [16][19][26][27] to
extract a robust mode matching error signal.
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Figure 23 : Illustration of how the mode mismatch signal carrying LG01 mode is converted to a HG11 mode
and sensed with a quadrant photodiode. The LG01 passes through two cylindrical lenses spaced by their
focal length multiplied by
p
2. It is critical that the focal length be chosen as a function of the incoming
beam waist size f(w0) =
⇡w20
 (1+ 1p
2
)
as described by [23]. You can clearly see that the HG11 mode fits perfectly
onto a quardant photodiode.
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4.2.1 Installation Considerations
Three conditions must be true for the mode converter to be useful. These four conditions
are set purely by the geometry of the quadrant photodiode.
1. X misalignment modes must convert into something measurable by the quadrant
photodiode
2. Y misalignment modes must convert into something measurable by the quadrant
photodiode
3. The radially symmetric mode responsible for mode mismatch must lose its radially
symmetric property and fit onto a quadrant photodiode.
Luckily Advanced LIGO has quadrant photodiode wavefront sensors setup in the most
useful configuration. The only challenge in integration would be to redesign the wavefront
sensors Gouy phase telescopes to also be mode converting telescopes.
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4.2.2 Modeling the Error Signal
A computer simulation provided a quick method for testing our prediction before performing
the experiment. We used a combination of MATLAB and FINESSE to arrive at an error
signal. FINESSE was chosen because Bond [28] had previously used it to generate mode
mismatching signals from an optical cavity and sensed them with bullseye photodiodes. This
previous work would provide a good baseline for simulation comparison.
1m 1m 1m
RoC 2mRoC inf
0m1m
1m
0m
0m
0m
0.376m
0.224m
spherical lens 1
100 mm 
spherical lens 2
100 mm 
0.4223m
cylindrical lens 1
100 mm 
cylindrical lens 2
100 mm 
100*sqrt(2) mm
0.1084655m
0.2007850m
Laser 1 watt EOM
9 MHz 
0m
RFBPD 1
0° Gouy phase
from Roc inf
159.5° demodulation phase
RFBPD 2
45° Gouy phase
from Roc inf
148.5° demodulation phase
RFQPD 1 
0° Gouy phase
from Roc inf
145.5° demodulation phase
RFQPD 2
45° Gouy phase
from Roc inf
144.5° demodulation phase
beam dump
Defines input beam.
Compacted beam shaping telescope
Waist size = 581.96 micrometers
Waist location at “RoC inf”
Figure 24 : A laser beam propagates through an EOM and mode matching telescope. The beam enters
a hemispherical cavity with the input coupler being flat or having an infinite radius of curvature and the
output coupler having a 2 meter radius of curvature. Some distances between optical components were set
to 0 meters to simplify the small amounts of phase accumulation in the computation. The complex beam
parameter was defined at the lens before the first beam splitter and was chosen to be q = 1+ i1. This means
that the waist would be located at the input coupler and have a waist size of 581.96µm. The reflected beam
is split into two main paths. One path directly leads to two bullseye photodiodes (RFBPD) separated by
45  in Gouy phase. The second path leads to a beam shaping telescope then to a mode converting telescope.
The quadrant photodiodes (RFQPD) are also separated by 45  in Gouy phase. The mode converter satisfies
the criteria described in previous sections. Results for this layout can be seen in Figure 26.
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The optical layout seen in Figure 24 was constructed to compare the error signals gener-
ated by bullseye photodiodes and mode converted quadrant photodiodes. A 1064 nanometer
wave length laser produces a 1 watt beam that then passes through an Electro Optic Modula-
tor (EOM). The modulated beam then passes through a mode matching telescope illustrated
as a single lens. Half of the power transmitts through the beam splitter and then enters the
optical cavity. The reflected beam from the cavity contains sidebands and optical cavity
mode mismatch. This beam field is then directed back to the beam splitter and directed
to two paths before reaching our four photodiodes. The beams are then incident on two
resonant frequency bullseye photodidoes (RFBPD) of varying radii. FINESSE automati-
cally changes the bullseye photodetector size to match the beam incident on it. Secondly
the beam passes through a beam shaping lenses and then through a mode converter. The
mode converter is identical to the one described in previous sections. Finally, the beams are
incident on two 45  rotated resonant frequency quadrant photodiodes (RFQPD). Each style
of photodiode has one photodiode that measures the beam at 0  Gouy phase and one at 45 
Gouy phase. This Gouy phase separation is ideal for measuring both beam waist size and
beam waist location.
The simulation includes the heterodyne detection scheme performed by Mueller [27].
The demodulation phase was fine tuned as is noted in Figure 24. The FINESSE modulation
frequency was chosen to be 9 MHz. This is all done while the cavity is locked on resonance.
Extracting the error signal that represents the amount of mode mismatch the optical
cavity is experiencing requires that the four segments of each photodiode are combined in a
particular way. This combination is shown in Figure 25 for mode mismatch, pitch, yaw, and
sum. The sum signal can be used to generate the Pound-Drever-Hall length error signal.
Measuring mode mismatch on the bullseye photodiode requires that the inner segment is
subtracted by the sum of the outer segments. If we instead use a mode converted quadrant
photodiode we need to then add the diagonals and subtracting them from each other as seen
in Figure 25.
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A
B
C
D E
F
G H
Mode Mismatch
Pitch
Yaw
Sum
QPD Combination                 BPD Combination
+ A + B + C + D   + E + F + G + H
    + B     - D           - G + H
+ A     - C           + F -½G -½H
+ A - B + C - D   + E - F - G - H
Figure 25 : Combining the photodiode segments can yield pitch, yaw, sum, and beam waist size or position.
Notice that the quadrant photodioe is much simpler when combining each segment. The quadrant photodiode
segments all have a leading coe cient of 1 which means no weighting is required. In contrast, the bullseye
photodioes are weighted when extracting pitch because half of both G and H will yield a segment area
equivalent to F.
The simulation results can be seen in Figure 26 and successfully demonstrate that we can
generate a beam waist size and beam waist location error signal. We isolate beam waist size
and beam waist position with both the bullseye and mode converter quadrant photodiode.
This is a direct comparison between known methods of wavefront sensing and our pro-
posed scheme. The lesson to take away from this result is that the error signal is present
and recoverable even after mode conversion. In practice we will want to also measure mis-
alignment and thus we’ll have to place one photodiode at either 0  or 90  Gouy phase while
the other is at either 22.5  or 67.5  Gouy phase.
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BPD1 at 0°
BPD2 at 45°
QPD1 at 0°
QPD2 at 45° 
BPD1 at 0°
BPD2 at 45°
QPD1 at 0°
QPD2 at 45° 
Figure 26 : Mode mismatch error signals generated by the optical layout described in Figure 24. This
plot was generated completely in FINESSE. The input beam waist location noted as z0 is scanned in the
upper plot. The lower plot I instead scan the input beam waist size which is written as the Rayleigh range
zR= ⇡w20/ . In the simulation I used a complex beam paramter q = z0 + izR where zR and z0 were chosen
to be 1. Choosing zR to be one leads to the input beam waist size to be w0 = 581.96µm. This is why 1 is the
x axis origin in both plots. When the input beam waist location is modified both BPD and mode converted
QPD at 0  Gouy phase show a response while the other photodiodes show very little response. If instead I
scan the input beam waist size the BPD and QPD at 45  respond much stronger than their 0  Gouy phase
counter parts. Di↵erences in the error signals will be discussed later and are due to photodiode geometry.
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Chapter 5
Thermal Lens with Highly Sensitive
Telescope
A thermal lens actuator combined with a high sensitivity telescope has proven to produce
the largest actuation range for a given heat input. This combination amplifies waist size and
waist location o↵sets. The amplification is created by placing the thermal lens in a region
where small changes in wavefront curvature cause huge changes in waist size and location.
The amplification region is carefully prepared with standard lenses and manually adjusted
translation stages for fine adjustment.
A thermal lens actuator should not only be characterized by its intrinsic focal length
abilities, but by how it performs inside a telescope. As a reminder, the goal of these actuators
is to shape the laser beam entering an optical cavity and not just to provide a way to change
the focal length. This is to say that an actuator with a large focal length range is useless if
attention is not paid to where it is being placed along a beam path. In contrast, if we only
have a small amount of focal length range to work with, placing the thermal lens actuator
in the perfect place could drastically improve its performance.
In this chapter I will discuss the thermal lens actuator, high sensitivity telescope, and
how they can be integrated into an interferometer. I will show thermal lens performance
results and also combined performance results to emphasize the e↵ectiveness of this thermal
lens high sensitivity combination.
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5.1 Thermal Lens
Annular heating thermal lens actuators have been investigated before for the input mode
cleaner in LIGO [21, 29, 30]. Thermal lens actuators for LIGO work by taking advantage of
the thermal expansion and thermo-refractive index properties of glass. Thermal expansion
allows for a lens to change shape as a function of heating power or temperature and thus
creating a curvature. The thermal refractive index is responsible for a gradient-index lens.
The gradient is the direct result of a temperature gradient which varies the index of refraction
radially. Input light then refracts stronger radially outward resulting in a familiar lens. A
lens that can change shape and radially vary its index of refraction in a controlled way
ultimately leads to a practical variable focal length lens.
This style of thermal lens actuator has many advantages, but also introduces challenges.
Thermal lens actuators have low levels of mechanical noise when compared to displacement
based focal lens actuators. Though they are mechanically low noise they do require a large
amount of heating power which can lead to thermal noise e↵ects in other areas of the interfer-
ometer. These thermal lens actuators also have very limited focal length range capabilities.
E↵ective focal lengths can go from flat to about -10 meters focal length as reported by [21].
In summary, the challenges are:
• Thermal lenses require a lot of heating power which leads to waste heat.
• Limited actuation range makes them less attractive as adaptive mode matching actu-
ators.
• The best material for constructing thermal lenses, SF57 (dense flint), is no longer in
production because it is not RoHS compliant.
Importantly, I have addressed all of these issues by combining thermal lens actuators
with a high sensitivity telescope. I later show that the high sensitivity telescope: greatly
reduces the amount of heating power required; increases actuation range so much that BK7
and Fused Silica are feasible to use instead of discontinued SF57; and greatly increase their
actuation range.
I will begin with presenting the working principles of the thermal lens actuator since it
eventually lead me to my current actuator solution. In my studies I start from fundamental
principles and build up to a figure of merit that is comparable to that which was presented
in the work done at the University of Florida [21]. The rest of this chapter will discuss these
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fundamental working principles, construction of the thermal lens, and possible designs for
Advanced LIGO.
5.1.1 Understanding the Working Principles of a Thermal Lens
A complete derivation of the working principles of a thermal lens can be found in the appendix
and in my technical documents [31, 32]. In addition to these documents, Arain [21] also
discusses these principles.
A lens can be described by the well known lens maker equation
1
f
= (n  1)

1
R
1
  1
R
2
+
(n  1)d
nR
1
R
2
 
. (5.1)
Where f is the focal length, n is the refractive index of the lens material, d is the thickness
of the lens, R
1
is the radius of curvature of the side closest to the light source, and R
2
is the
radius of curvature furthest from the light source.
From this equation we can understand the two mechanisms which contribute to thermal
lensing. The first mechanism is thermal expansion. Increasing the temperature of a glass
lens will cause the lens to thermally expand. If the input temperature profile is parabolic
then thermal expansion will create a parabolic radius of curvature. A parabolic profile will
then in turn create a lens.
In addition to thermal expansion, a temperature profile can also create a lens via the
thermal refractive index dn/dT . Since the index of refraction depends on temperature and
we are considering parabolic temperature profiles then we will create a lens.
To obtain the temperature profile, we can analytically solve the heat di↵usion equation.
This is done by using a cylindrical lens geometry and applying appropriate heating boundary
conditions. The boundary conditions are guided by the fact that heat is conducted at the
barrel of the optic and radiated away on the front and back circular surfaces. The heat
loss mechanism is governed by Stefan-Bolzmann law. In summary, the calculation in the
appendix shows that the radiative loss term is critical to the parabolic temperature profile.
This justifies how a lens profile is created by heating the barrel of an optic and leaving the
front and back circular surfaces exposed.
Arain [21] describes the thermal lens as a thermally induced gradient-index lens. Arain
[21] states that the change in optical path length is
 OPL =  d

dn
dT
+ ↵
T
(1 + ⌫) · (n  1)
 
q
ext
r2
4
. (5.2)
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As a reminder d is the optic thickness, dn/dT is the thermal refractive index, ↵
T
the coe -
cient of thermal expansion, v is Poisson’s ratio, n is the index of refraction,  is the thermal
conductivity, and q
ext
is the heat flux provided by the external heaters, and r is the radial
distance from the center of the cylinder. Arian now expresses the focal length of this thermal
lens as
f =
 4
d

dn
dT
+ ↵
T
(1 + ⌫) · (n  1)
  1
q
ext
. (5.3)
where again the parameters are defined directly above.
Arain [21] then goes on to point out that a figure of merit can be stated from this
expression which is useful when comparing di↵erent glass materials. This figure of merit
(FOM) is
FOM =
"
dn
dT
+ ↵
T
(1 + v) · (n  1)
#"
1

#
. (5.4)
The literature quotes this figure of merit, but uses COMSOL models to further under-
stand this lensing. In my quest to further understand thermal lensing, I independently
derived an expression for focal length as a function of temperature and other important
parameters. My derivation is performed from fundamental principles and di↵ers slightly.
These di↵erences are due to the fact that the literature uses an approximation for heating
of a cylindrical object from a textbook homework problem that does not fully represent our
case. Namely the textbook is not concerned with power lost due to radiation and does not
account for the e↵ect the thickness has on the lensing. However, if the lens is too thick my
approximations for solving the heat equation is no longer valid as I assumed that tempera-
ture only varies with radius of the optic and not thickness. This discrepancy does not end
up changing the final result, but is worth noting to explain the di↵erences between the focal
length expressions.
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5.1.2 Applying Working Principles of Thermal Lens
Since this figure of merit (FOM) is used for building lenses, it is useful to cast it in focal
length. The calculation which changes the figure of merit to focal length is shown in the
appendix and in [32]. The resulting focal length is
f =
2⇡R2
optic
FOM · P
heating
(5.5)
where f is the focal length, P
heating
is the heating power applied to the barrel of the optic,
and R
optic
is the radius of the cylindrical optic not the radius of curvature.
Another useful form can be seen using temperature instead of heating power. By swap-
ping the expression of heating power with Stefan-Boltzmann law P
heating
= " A
barrel
(T 4
obj
 
T 4
amb
), where A
barrel
= 2 · d · ⇡ ·R
optic
is the area which heat is being pumped into the optic,
T
obj
is the temperature of the object, T
amb
is the ambient temperature, " is the emissivity,
and   is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. After applying Stefan-Boltzmann law the focal
power expression is in the useful form of
f =
R
optic
d · FOM · 10 6" (T 4
obj
  T 4
amb
)
(5.6)
where f is in meters. Note that the FOM term is in units of µm
W
so I scaled it up to meters
to report the focal length in meters.
In practice, I measure the temperature of the optic which allows me to estimate the focal
length. I measure the temperature in two ways. The first way I measure temperature is
through K-type thermocouples attached to the heaters. The second way is to use a ther-
mal imaging camera which nicely shows the temperature profile and reports the calibrated
temperature on a screen. I will later use this to calibrate my thermal lens actuator.
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5.1.3 Building a Thermal Lens
The design of the thermal lens actuator built at the University of Florida can be seen in
Figure 27. I modified and built a thermal lens actuator based on this design at Syracuse
University as seen in Figure 28. I also designed and built the supporting electronics including
a temperature sensor and a thermal driver as noted in Figure 30.
Features of this design include a thermally sensitive glass which at the time of writing
this thesis is no longer being produced. Luckily the thermal lens combined with a high
sensitivity telescope can use standard and readily available BK7 glass, common Pyrex glass,
with a reduction in range. The ceramic heaters are currently available and a great option
for this kind of actuator. These heaters provide a large amount of heat very quickly which is
highly desirable for this application. The thermal contacts are made from standard copper
available in any machine shop. The frame is made from commonly available aluminum alloy
6061. The aluminum alloy has no major significance other than it is an inexpensive, easily
machined, and heat tolerant material. If this frame design were to be used in Advanced
LIGO, then it would be made in a similar way to the tip tilt in Figure 32. This means that
it would be vacuum compatible and in a non corrosive environment.
Figure 27 : A conceptual design of the adaptive optic element which I call a thermal lens actuator. This
version was designed and built at the University of Florida [29] [21]. Four ceramic heaters are placed around
the barrel of a SF57 (dense flint glass) optic with copper contacts. They provide a quadrant heating profile
that can be used for alignment and mode matching. A stainless steel frame, which I later changed to
aluminum, surrounds the heaters. Springs provide a way for the stresses induced by heat to be relaxed.
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Though my modifications were mainly to integrate with the optics lab at Syracuse, I also
worked on integrating a thermal lens with a Advanced LIGO tip tilt assembly as seen in
Figure 32. The thin version seen in Figure 28 was originally meant to be part of the squeezer
experiment at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology which I was going to supply.
My first modification was to include a horizontal and vertical adjustment mechanism.
The original design used the glass mounting screws to also double as horizontal and vertical
adjusters. This created problems when trying to fine adjust in an optical setup. The second
modification was making the aluminum a two piece frame instead of a four piece frame. This
made assembly much easier since the first two corners were already connected and provided
a way for the custom glass to rest on. In reality the aluminum frame could be made out of
three pieces if machining ”L” shapes pieces is too specialized.
Figure 28 : The thermal lens actuator based o↵ of the adaptive optic element. This design was modified
from the University of Florida’s design in LIGO-E0900268-v3. The next iteration not shown here has built
in vertical and horizontal adjustment. The black translation mount is not vacuum safe, but can be replaced
with a vacuum safe Newport 462-VAC series.
There are three more things to consider when building one of these thermal lenses. The
first are the optical properties of SF57 (dense flint glass). The second is the vacuum com-
patability of the ceramic heaters. And the third is the supporting electronics for a thermal
lens actuator. These topics will be discussed in the following subsections.
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5.1.4 SF57 Dense Flint Glass
While investigating SF57 glass I learned a bit about its interesting history. The major reason
this glass has an interesting history is because it has lead in its ingredients. I suspect that
the lead is what gives it this SF57 good thermal properties, but it is not compliant with the
Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive (RoHS compliant). SF57 was not intended
to be a thermal lens material. Instead it was intended to shield harmful radiation while still
being transparent. Lead has been historically used to shield radiation and is probably why it
was chosen as the shielding ingredient. I believe that if a intentional thermal lens glass were
to be designed it could greatly out perform SF57 while also being environmentally friendly.
Though perusing this material was tempting since I have some experience in making glass,
it would take much more time than I could dedicate.
Settling for the few remaining SF57 optics I could obtain from the University of Florida,
I continued on with the project. The coatings could however play a role in a↵ecting the
thermal capabilities of, but this was not investigated. To be complete I will list the optical
coating properties here.
The LIGO document LIGO-E0900268-v3 [29] describes the main features of an adaptive
optic such as this one. In summary
• Cylindrical optic thickness of 1 cm and diameter of 2.54 cm
• Anti-reflective (AR) coating with 500 ppm per surface. AR coatings changes with
temperature and drops to 1000 ppm per surface at 200  C
• Similar polishing to transmissive elements in LIGO. Flatness should be better than
 /10 (for 633 nm). The scratch/dig specification should be better than 10 5
• Response time is around 500 seconds
• Focal length range is -10 meters. This is obtained by applying 2.4 Watts per heater.
• SF57 is expected to be vacuum compatible. Tested at UF in a moderate vacuum
(10 6torr). More elaborate tests were conducted at HPLF.
Arain [21] studies showed that SF57 is the optimal glass material to choose when creating
a thermal lens. Though BK7 and Fused Silica are about 5 times worse, I will later show
that choosing between these materials becomes less important since much more thermal lens
actuation can be achieved by combining them with a high sensitivity telescope.
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              Material properties of prospective optical  elements for adaptive beam shaping 
Property Unit Fused Silica  SF57 BK-7 KDP 
Refractive Index n @ 1064 nm - 1.45 1.81 1.50 1.49 
dn/dT 10-6 K-1 8.7 6.8 1.5 -48 
Thermal Conductivity k W m-1 K-1 1.37 0.62 1.11 2.1 
Thermal Expansion αT 10-6 K -1 0.55 9.2 8.3 44.0 
Absorption Coefficient a ppm/cm 2.0 <200  <1000 250 
Poisson’s ratio ν unitless 
FOM μm/W 6.3 25.1 4.9 -11.3 
0.17  0.248 0.206 0.119 
Table 3 : This table was taken from work done at the University of Florida by Arain [21]. SF57 is a
superior thermal lens glass when compared to BK7 and Fused Silica. SF57 is better by about a factor of 5
when comparing the Figure of Merit (FOM). However, pairing BK7 and Fused Silica with a high sensitivity
telescope can greatly increase their thermal lensing e↵ect. All the terms in this table are defined in a
standard way except for the FOM which is the Figure of Merit. Note that Arain [21] defines FOM =
[ dndT + ↵T (1 + ⌫) · (n  1)/]. This figure of can help rank di↵erent types of glass for this application.
When using a thermal lens with SF57 and Ultramic heaters as I did and as done by Arain
[21], one could expect the following thermal lens focal length per heater power input. Addi-
tionally, Arain reports that a -10 meter focal length lens is obtainable when the temeprature
at the barrel of the optic is at 200  C.
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Figure 29 : This figure was taken from work done by Arain [21]. Computed lensing based upon the beam
scan data was calculated by means of ABCD matrices. The solid blue line shows the cumulative optical
path length (OPL) change between the center and the edge of the lens while the dotted green line shows the
simulated (using COMSOL) focal length (m) as a function of heating power. The measured data, shown as
red points (with error bars) agrees well with the simulations.
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5.1.5 Thermal Lens Electronics
A simple schematic of how a thermal lens actuator would be incorporated into an optical
system is seen in Figure 30. Figure 30 shows how the hardware is connected and what is
needed for exactly one thermal lens actuator.
Input 
beam Optical cavity
WFS system
(BPDs, etc.)
Digital System
Temp 
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Power Supplies Driver
Thermal Lens Hardware
Figure 30 : A laser beam passes through our thermal lens then to an optical cavity. If the cavity is
misaligned or mode mismatched the reflected beam will contain an error signal. The wavefront sensors
(WFS) composed of bullseye photodiodes (BPDs) can now measure mode mismatch. The error signals
produced by the wavefront sensors are then sent to a LIGO style digital system. The digital system receives
temperature information and outputs heating power information to the thermal lens driver. The driver
controls four power supplies which are independently connected to each of the resistive ceramic heaters. The
temperature sensor has four inputs to directly measure the temperature of each heater and can provide an
independent way to shut down the driver if the lens gets too hot.
A thermal lens actuator at a minimum needs programmable power supplies to power the
heaters and provide control. Many modern programmable power supplies can be interfaced
via USB and also with analog signals. Since I only had one SF57 glass sample and did not
want to risk breaking it, I decided to build a more robust analog driver control. This driver
integrates with power supplies, has a high temperature safety shuto↵ feature, and can also
be interfaced with our LIGO style digital system.
The ceramic heaters came with built in K-type thermocouples which I used as an indepen-
dent lens monitors. The temperature sensing control sends temperature information to the
driver. The driver compares temperature signals and can then either send the information
to the digital system or shut down if it is above some threshold. From these temperatures
I can also deduce the state of the thermal lens curvature. I do not use this curvature as
feedback, but it does provide a way to see if I am pushing the lens too hard.
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Figure 31 : The thermal lens with supporting electronics are shown. A temperature senor is near the thermal
lens which is connected to the driver on a rack. The driver is connected to the four power supplies. The
driver has an input and output to the digital system. It also has a input from the temperature sensor. The
25 pin connector on the driver is accompanied by a custom cable that sends individual signals to each of
the four power supplies. These electronics were prototypes and have since been refined into printed circuit
boards.
5.1.6 Thermal Lenses for Advanced LIGO
To integrate this kind of thermal lens actuator into Advanced LIGO I modified one of the
tip tilt SolidWorks files. This was never built out of metal, but a proof of concept model was
3D printed and partially assembled. Key things to consider would be how to provide power
to the heaters while not degrading the quality of the mechanical suspension. I had planned
to used lightly dangling braided copper wire to do this. The power cable shouldn’t exert
torque or transmit vibration noise. Figure 32 shows a SolidWorks drawing of the assembly.
The goal of this work is to test if our mechanical modifications would be satisfy the required
specifications.
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Figure 32 : SolidWorks drawing of thermal lens hardware integrated into a tip tilt assembly. The two inch
optic holder is replaced with thermal a lens mount. The thermal lens mount includes four Ultramic heaters,
four locking plates, and four copper contacts. A power cable is lightly connected to the center of the thermal
lens mount. We don’t expect much torque o↵set or vibration coupling into the optic mount as long as the
connection is well centered and lightly connected.
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5.1.7 Testing the Thermal Lens
Devising tests to explore the thermal lens range, waste heat, and control functionality had
many challenges. The biggest challenge was the limited range of focal power produced per
heating power. Since much of my experience with lenses was with commercially available
lenses, I initially bypassed all the needed considerations for good operation of the thermal
lens. When I finally paired the thermal lens with a high sensitivity telescope, I began to get
great results.
Early tests of the thermal lens were concerned with how waste heat would dissipate as
seen in Figure 33. This figure shows the thermal lens through a thermal imaging camera.
A prominent parabolic temperature profile is seen starting with the red at about 45  C and
ending at white at about 60 C. The temperature profile is analytically calculated in appendix
A.1.
Figure 33 : An image of the installed thermal lens is shown with a normal camera and a commercially
available thermal imaging camera. The temperature profile partially responsible for the lensing e↵ect is
noticeable on the SF57 glass. Heat dissipation is also noticeable, but is of no major concern for these tests,
but may be for Advanced LIGO.
Also visible are areas where heat is conducted away. Since there was a large heat sink
attached to the frame, no waste heat related problems arose. If the waste heat requirements
are stringent in Advanced LIGO this may be a topic of concern. However, combining the
thermal lens with a high sensitivity telescope also produces less heat since the thermal lens
doesn’t need to operate at maximum capacity. Reasonable lensing e↵ects are attainable with
relatively low heating power input.
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The thermal lens range capabilities were tested using three separate methods. The first
test compared beam profiles along the propagation distance when the thermal lens was o↵
against when it was heating. Secondly, the transverse mode spacing shift of a cavity with
a thermal lens inside was used to compare lensing. And finally, combining the thermal
lens with a telescope that created a large beam size at the thermal lens which amplified the
lensing. The last test also used a length scanning cavity to observe higher order transmission
peaks.
The beam profile scan method proved to be much too slow to account for dissipation
heat e↵ects so we moved to a faster method to acquire this data. By the time the last
measurement of the beam scan was completed, the thermal lens had significantly changed
lensing states. This slow acquisition of data led us to incorporate the thermal lens inside an
optical cavity near one of the reflecting mirrors and measure the transverse mode spacing.
The transverse mode spacing measuring setup is seen in Figure 34.
Laser BB EOM
1-100 MHz
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RoC = 30cm RoC = 50cm
Network
Analyzer
Thermal
Lens
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RFPD1 25 MHz RFPD
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0.755 meters
Figure 34 : A laser is passed through two electro optic modulators (EOMs). The 25 MHz EOM is used to
Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) lock the cavity and has all the supporting electronics seen in the PDH section
of this thesis. The broadband (BB) EOM is used to modulate the beam from 30 to 55 MHz in which one
mode spacing is contained in. The laser beam goes into a typical PDH locked cavity with the exception of
a thermal lens near one of the mirrors. The reflected beam is measured by two photodiodes. The 25 MHz
photodiode is responsible for locking the cavity. The broadband (BB) photodiode measures the injected 30
to 55 MHz modulation. The features in the phase are due to rapid fluctuatuions and were not prominent
throughout the measurement.
Installing the thermal lens near one of the cavity mirrors e↵ectively gave the mirror a
variable radius of curvature when considering the ray transfer matrix. Since the transverse
mode spacing can be expressed as a function of optical cavity stability, which is in turn a
function mirror radius of curvature, it can be used to measure e↵ective lensing.
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A brief description is needed to explain how the thermal lens was inferred from measure-
ments. Note that the ABCD ray transfer matrices for each component can be obtained from
any optics book. The round trip ray transfer matrix, M
RT
, for the cavity in 34 is
M
RT
= M
backward
M
forward
(5.7)
where
M
forward
=
 
1 L2
0 1
! 
1 0
  1
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and
M
backward
=
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(5.9)
Note that R
ITM
is the radius of curvature of the input mirror, R
ETM
is the radius of
curvature of the end mirror, L1 is the small distance from the input mirror to the thermal
lens, f
TL
is the focal length of the thermal lens, and L2 is the distance from the thermal lens
to the end mirror.
Now I can extract the round trip Gouy phase shift for this optical system by solving for
the eigenvalue and reading out the optical system phase as is done by Arai [33]. Alternatively,
Arai [33] also states the round trip Gouy phase shift  
GP
is
 
GP
= 2 · arccos
✓
sgn(B) ·
r
A+D + 2
4
◆
(5.10)
Where A, B, and D are the components of the cavity round trip ray transfer matrix and
sgn(B) is the sign of the element B. Since the thermal lens focal length directly a↵ects the
ray transfer matrix’s Gouy phase shift and the transverse mode spacing can be expressed as
f
TM
=  FSR
2⇡
 
GP
, (5.11)
This is the method I used when measuring the focal length of the thermal lens by measuring
the transverse mode spacing.
Furthermore, the transverse mode spacing is also expressed as
f
TM
=
FSR
⇡
arccos
p
g
1
g
2
(5.12)
where g
1
= (1   Lcavity
R1
) is the stability term that contains the cavity mirrors radius of
curvature. If the thermal lens is close so one of the input mirrors, then it can be treated as if
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the thermal lens is superimposed and thus also giving a way to measure the the focal length
of the thermal lens.
Thermal Lens Focal Length from Transverse Mode Spacing
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Figure 35 : The transverse mode spacing of the optical cavity setup in Figure 34 is shown. The transverse
mode spacing shifts as the thermal lens heats up and the e↵ective radius of curvature of one mirror changes.
Inducing a small misalignment in an optical cavity will couple in higher order modes
spaced by the cavity transverse mode spacing in frequency. Figure 35 shows how the trans-
verse mode spacing shifted in the setup shown in Figure 34. The two dips in Figure 35
correspond to the Hermite-Gauss 01 mode when the thermal lens is at 33 C versus 100 C.
These dips were only seen after one of the cavity alignment knobs was slightly turned causing
the corresponding mirror to tilt.
Figure 35 shows a dip corresponding to the Hermite-Gauss 01 as it shifts from 37.3 MHz
to 40.0 MHz when the thermal lens temperature shifts from 33 C to 100 C. These values were
then inputs to my MATLAB script that uses ray transfer matrices to infer a focal length.
According to this calculation, the thermal lens must have had an e↵ective focal length of -19
meters at 100 C. The MATLAB script I used to calculate this is displayed in the appendix.
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5.2 High Sensitivity Telescope with a Thermal Lens
Amplifying the e↵ectiveness a thermal lens has on the mode matching of an optical cavity can
be done by pairing it with a high sensitivity telescope. The added amplification drastically
reduces the heat needed and thus reduces the waste heat generated. Amplification and waste
heat reduction also put a more readily available BK7 and Fused Silica, instead of SF57, back
on the list of types of glass usable for these actuators.
The thermal lens combined with a high sensitivity telescope amplifies the lensing e↵ect
by placing the thermal lens in a region extremely sensitive to wavefront curvatures. This is
done by essentially making the beam spot size as big as possible on the thermal lens actuator.
However, careful attention must be given so that the beam does not clip on the outer edges
of the thermal lens optic. The power overlap of a Gaussian beam before and after a lens,
with focal length f , is given by
|I|2 = 1 
✓
⇡w2
2f 
◆
2
+HO (5.13)
where HO is higher order e↵ects. This means we need a large spot size w for e↵ective
actuation. Therefore, for a thermal lens heated on the barrel with power P
h
, the power
overlap becomes
|I|2 = 1 
✓
w4
R4
optic
◆
·
✓
FOM2 · P 2
h
4 2
◆
(5.14)
if equation 5.5 for focal length is applied. This clearly shows that beam spot size w and
optic radius R
optic
compete for dominance. The maximum a beam size is limited by the
optic radius, but significant clipping will start to degrade the optical system. I am then left
with making the beam size as close as I comfortably can to the optic radius for maximum
thermal lensing.
This can further be understood by revisiting Figure 11 which highlights optimal actuation
points within a Gaussian beam. I will continue to describe the amplifying e↵ects in the
following pages and in Figure 44.
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5.2.1 Design
Figure 36 illustrates my telescope design. The lens values and placment values are listed in
the table in the next page. This figure represents the physical design for the plots presented
in the rest of this chapter.
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Figure 36 : A realistic schematic of a thermal lens actuator incorporated into a high sensitivity telescope.
Lens focal lengths and placement positions are listed in the table below. Plotted are resulting beams when
the thermal lens is o↵ versus when it is at max power. Notice that the o↵ state produces a well mode
matched beam for the symmetric optical cavity. The accumulated Gouy phase is plotted below. The Gouy
phase accumulation drastically changes for each case at the optical cavity. The input beam propagates to
beam expanding Lens A. Lens B is responsible for making sure the beam is at a maximum size when it
reaches the thermal lens actuator. After the beam passes through the thermal lens, it is passed through two
more lenses. Lenses D and E are responsible for adding sensitivity to the telescope and for mode matching
the beam to the target cavity.
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Lens Name Focal Length [m] Placement from PMC cavity waist [m]
Lens A -0.574 0.7805
Lens B +2.291 0.8625
Thermal Lens flat to -10 1.1770
Lens D +1.719 1.2025
Lens E -0.574 1.3791
Mirror 1 0.33 2.0241
Mirror 2 0.33 2.3501
Table 4 : The values for the lenses and spaces in Figure 36 are noted here.
5.2.2 Design Actuation Range
I performed a range study on the constructed high sensitivity telescope with thermal lens
seen in Figure 36. The result indeed shows a large actuation range from 100% to well below
20%. I need to introduce an expression for mode overlap of a beam and an optical cavity to
assess the range. Mode overlap can be expressed as power overlap
P
overlap
= |I
field
|2. (5.15)
Both the beam and the cavity have a complex beam parameters q as stated in the introduc-
tion. Mode matching is achieved when q
cav
= q
beam
so a useful expression for I
field
is
I
field
=
2i ·pz
Rcav
· z
Rbeam
q
cav
  q⇤
beam
(5.16)
where q
cav
= z
cav
+ iz
Rcav
and q
beam
= z
beam
+ iz
Rbeam
. In a MATLAB script I varied the
focal length values of the thermal lens from negative infinity to -10 meters. I kept the rest of
the telescope in Figure 36 the same. I then output a complex beam parameter for the beam
and calculated the overlap between an ideally placed cavity.
Cavity Mode Overlap vs Focal Length
Figure 37 shows the relatively weak focal lengths needed to create a very strong e↵ect on the
mode matching. This kind of design demonstrates that the range of a thermal lens actuator
can greatly be enhanced if paired with a high sensitivity telescope as seen in Figure 36.
Low heat required conclusion from Figure 37 Displaying the mode power overlap
versus focal power highlights one more key point. That is that a low heating power on the
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thermal lens is su cient for mode matching actuation. Since larger heating powers generate
stronger focal lengths and since Figure 37 shows that we don’t need a strong focal length to
generate a large amount of mode mismatch I can then significantly reduce the heating input.
Dropping the mode overlap below 80% will cause the optical cavity to lose lock. Therefore,
mode overlaps below 80% are plotted, but are never meant to be achieved. Mode overlaps
between 100% and 80% correspond to low thermal lens heating powers.
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Figure 37 : The mode overlap of a cavity and an output beam from 36 is shown. As the thermal lens
focal length increases it pushes the mode overlap to very low levels. This will be useful for inducing mode
mismatch so that I can sense it with a quadrant photodiode mode converting wavefront sensor.
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Mode Overlap Actuation Phase Space
The e↵ect of the thermal lens in the mode overlap actuation phase space can be seen in
Figure 38. It is useful to see the whole actuation phase space to understand how the mode
matching will change. To do this, I used the same MATLAB script used for producing Figure
37 and calculated the mode matching over many values of q
beam
. These values produced a
contour map where the contour lines represent areas of equal mode matching.
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Figure 38 : The mode overlap phase space for the optical system in Figure 36 is shown here. Change in input
waist size and location are scaled by the ideal waist size and 2 times th ideal Rayleigh range respectively.
The thermal lens actuation is shown as the red line crossing the contours. The contours represent areas of
equal mode overlap. The thermal lens start at negative infinity, flat, at 100% mode overlap. As the thermal
lens heats up, it actuates on the beam entering the optical cavity and thus changing the mode matching.
When the thermal lens reaches maximum actuation of -10 meters, 200 C, the mode matching into the cavity
is very poor less than 10% mode matched. However, this shows that this kind of high sensitivity telescope
with thermal lens can push the mode matching for relatively low input power, heat, and focal length change.
As the thermal lens is varied from  1 to -10 meters, the mode matching begins to travel
along the path plotted in red. In practice, we would never want to create this much mode
mismatch. However, this plot demonstrates the large actuation range of this setup.
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Cavity Mode Overlap vs Thermal Lens Temperature
In the interest of demonstrating the low operating temperatures of this kind of actuator, I
will plot the mode overlap as a function of thermal lens temperature. As seen in Figure 39,
a relatively low temperature is needed to create a large amount of mode mismatch. I could
further design this kind of telescope to also correct for a large amount of mode mismatch in
future optical cavities.
Another added benefit of a low operating temperature is that we might start to reconsider
using SF57 and instead use readily available BK7 or Fused Silica. Fused Silica and BK7 were
not feasible options before because they were both about a factor of 5 worse at thermal lensing
as seen in Table 3. However, lowering the operating temperature of SF57 means that we
have a large amount of range that we could start to sacrifice for a more available material. I
did not explore this idea experimentally, but it could be a factor in designing future thermal
lens actuators.
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Figure 39 : The mode overlap of a cavity and an output beam from Figure 36 is shown. As the thermal
lens temperature increases it pushes the mode overlap to very low levels. It can now be seen that a large
amount of mode mismatch is created for relatively low temperatures. This will reduce the amount of waste
heat produced by a thermal lens actuator. Additionally, this shows that even if instead of SF57 glass I used
Fused Silica or BK7 I would still get a large actuation range. The actuation e↵ect would be reduced by a
factor of 5, but this still pushes well beyond 30% mode mismatch.
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5.2.3 Design Remarks
A huge advantage of this layout is that a much lower heat input into the SF57 glass is
needed. This low input heat has drastically reduced the waste heat generated from 15 watts
to 3 watts of heating power. 3 watts of input power provide maximum mode matching
actuation. Throughout my experiments I rarely find the need to push the thermal lens
to larger input powers. Pumping more than 3 watts of heating power into the thermal lens
introduces next order e↵ects after mode matching. After these levels of input heating powers,
the thermal lens starts to lose its corrective power and causes problems instead.
Another added benefit of this combination is that the range has improved so much that
specially produced SF57 glass is no longer needed. This is because the new figure of merit can
combine the sensitivity of the telescope also. This is of course after the thermal refractive
index and coe cient of thermal expansions. Even though the actuation range would be
reduced with BK7 glass, the gain in actuation due to the high sensitivity telescope overcomes
the reduction in smaller thermal refractive index and coe cient of thermal expansion. This
will allow these designs to benefit from readily available and environmentally friendly BK7
glass.
Large actuation range also allows for optical cavity scans to be used as a diagnostic
tool. With the thermal lens combined with the high sensitivity telescope in Figure 36 I can
completely extinguish the fundamental mode by introducing too much mode mismatch. I
can also completely extinguish the fundamental mode by steering the beam with the thermal
actuator so it is no longer aligned. This clearly demonstrates the large actuation range.
Though my setup does not include orthogonal actuation, placing another one of these
telescopes with a thermal lens 45  Gouy phase shifted from the first would solve this problem.
I did not do this because my goal was to demonstrate the range amplification, and sensing
capabilities of quadrant photodiode wavefront sensor with a mode converter.
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Additional Remarks
The telescope design in Figure 36 was tailored to work with the Pre-Mode Cleaner at Syra-
cuse University and commercially available optical components. The Pre-Mode Cleaner
cavity waist is represented at the 0 meter position in Figure 36. The space between the
optical components is constrained by physical obstacles on my optics table. A more detailed
description of the other optical components will be described in the next chapter.
A large beam is required for better thermal lensing, but is constrained by clipping. The
large beam size requirement is due to the fact that lensing e↵ect produced by the thermal
lens is dependent on radius of curvature as seen in the previous thermal lens section. The
beam size at the thermal lens actuator is constrained by the SF57 lens and holder diameter.
Since the thermal lens glass has a diameter of about 2.54 centimeters, it was reasonable to
produce a beam diameter size of about 0.8 centimeters. Choosing a larger beam size would
have given stronger results, but would have possibly caused clipping in the following Lens
D.
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Chapter 6
Adaptive Mode Matching Experiment
at Syracuse University
Figure 40 : A picture of the adaptive mode matching optical bench at Syracuse University. Figure 42
illustrates the components in more detail. The photograph was taken September 24, 2018.
Up until now, I have been describing individual components that make up the Syracuse
University Adaptive Mode Matching testing lab. This chapter will now combine all those
components into one large experiment. The goals of this experimental setup are: exploring
ways to integrate adaptive mode matching technologies into Advanced LIGO; test thermal
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lens hardware; and test mode matching sensors that utilize quadrant wavefront sensors and
mode converters.
This experimental setup was designed with the intention of mimicking a multi-cavity sys-
tem, like Advanced LIGO, in a compact space. Early configurations were focused on verifying
the range of a thermal lens actuator while later configurations were aimed at demonstrating
the functionality of a quadrant photodiode mode converter wavefront sensor. The final con-
figuration demonstrates that all this hardware can work together in a large control system.
6.1 Foundation Hardware
The experiment is built on three foundations which include the optics table, the controls
rack, and the digital system rack. The optics table is floating on pneumatic pistons which
reduces seismic noise. The whole table and a few electronics are enclosed in a clean room
environment with HEPA filters to improve the air quality and reduce dust. The controls
rack is less than a foot away from the optics table and includes all of the analog controls for
this experiment. The close proximity to the optics table was chosen so that sensitive radio
frequency electronics would not have too much cable length to travel between components.
The rack also houses power supplies for photodiodes and for the thermal lens actuator
heating components. An Advanced LIGO wavefront sensing crate is also installed in this
rack. The wavefront sensing crate demodulates radio frequency signals from the segmented
photodiodes, processes them, and routes them to the digital system. Pound-Drever-Hall
locking electronics are also installed in this rack. The final main structure in the experiment
is the digital system rack and workstation desk. The digital system will be further described
in a later section.
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Figure 41 : Illustration of foundation hardware and the spatial relation to each other. The optics table is near
the control rack which is connected to the digital system. This allows for a radio frequency signals to travel a
minimal distance between components. Long radio frequency cable length is susceptible to unwanted phasing
and possible interference. The second optics table is present, but is not integrated into the experiment. The
digital system front end houses two computers and input and output connections. A work station with a
general desktop computer and monitors is nearby, but is not drawn.
6.2 Experimental Sub Systems
Describing the experiment is best done by considering five subsystems. These five systems
are: the first optical cavity composed of a Pre-Mode Cleaner and supporting hardware; the
thermal lens and high sensitivity telescope; the second cavity and supporting hardware; the
wavefront sensing optics and electronics; and the advanced LIGO style digital system.
Four of the five subsystems are illustrated in Figure 42 separated by the dashed lines. I
did not draw in the digital systems since it is self-contained and is not as intertwined with
the other systems as much as the first four.
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Figure 42 : Four of the five sub systems discussed above are shown here: the first cavity and supporting
hardware, the thermal lens and high sensitivity telescope; the second cavity and supporting hardware; and
the wavefront sensors. The subsystems are separated by dashed lines and only two of the systems are colored
to aid in distinguishing them apart. A 1064 nanometer wavelength Nd:YAG laser generates a beam. The
beam passes through wave plates and a Faraday Isolator to stop back reflection. A focusing lens shapes
the beam for the manual power adjust polarizing beam cube (PBSO). A broadband electro-optic modulator
(BBEOM) provides a way to modulate the beam at 13 MHz for Pound-Drever-Hall locking. The Intensity
Stabilization System Acousto-Optic Modulator (ISS AOM) is o↵ and does not e↵ect the setup. Another
focusing lens prepares the beam for the 25 MHz Electro-Optic Modulator (25 MHz EOM), but is not active
in this experiment. Mode matching lenses and steering mirrors prepare the beam for the triangular Pre-Mode
Cleaner (PMC). Power reflected at the PMC is directed to a Pound-Drever-Hall locking resonant photodiode
(13 MHz PD). The transmitted beam continues to an active 25 MHz EOM before being directed to the mode
matching high sensitivity telescope. The high sensitivity telescope is composed of five lenses successively
and can be seen in detail in Figure 36. Among these lenses is the thermal lens actuator. The beam then
gets directed to a two mirror optical cavity. The reflected beam is directed through steering mirrors to
a Pound-Drever-Hall locking photodiode, bullseye photodiode, and a mode converter quadrant photodiode
path.
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6.2.1 First Cavity Pre-Mode Cleaner
The laser and Pre-Mode Clenaer (PMC) were recycled from an experiment previously con-
ducted by Lough [34] and Kelley [35]. The optical components of this subsystem can be seen
in Figure 42 while the feedback electronics are described in detail by Lough [34] and Kelley
[35].
I designed the rest of the adaptive mode matching experiment around this recycled setup.
Though the experiment was constrained in this way, the rest of the experiment was designed
using general design principles. This was done so that the results and lessons learned could
later be scaled up for Advanced LIGO.
This PMC also provided a way to lock onto several higher order modes and study their
e↵ect on other optical components.
Pre-Mode Cleaner Cavity Parameters The laser beam enters the PMC at an angle
of incidence of -87.1 . The distance between the input coupler reflecting surface and the
output coupler reflecting surface is 20.00 mm. Once the beam is inside the cavity, the angle
of incidence on the output coupler is +87.1 . The distance between the output coupler
reflective surface and the curved mirror on the piezoelectric transducer is 200.25 mm. The
angle of incidence on the curved mirror is 5.7 . The distance between the curved mirror and
the input coupler is 200.25 mm. The radius of curvature of the curved mirror is 1 meter
while both the input coupler and output coupler are flat. All three optics have high quality
reflective coatings, but the specifics are unknown to me.
All these intrinsic parameters lead to the following useful values.
Finesse 188.82
Round-trip power loss 0.0327
Optical length 420.5 mm
Free Spectral Range (FSR) 713 MHz
Full Width Half Max (FWHM) 3.78 MHz (pole: 1.89 MHz)
Waist size X 370 um at 10 mm from input coupler
Waist size Y 372 um at 10 mm from input coupler
Table 5 : Key parameters of the Pre-Mode Cleaner are listed here. These values were calculated using the
program FINESSE [36] for convenience.
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Control Design The triangular cavity is locked using a typical Pound-Drever-Hall
scheme. A laser produces a beam that is: phase modulated via an electro optic modulator;
enters and reflects o↵ of an optical cavity; and is turned into an error signal by demodulating
the optical power measured on a photodiode. In this case, the error signal feeds back to the
laser frequency which changes the beams frequency slightly to better resonate in the optical
cavity. Additionally, the error signal is also fed to a temperature controller which further
stabilizes low frequency o↵sets. Figure 43 shows a more detailed diagram of the signal chain
for this subsystem.
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Figure 43 : A detailed signal chain for the Pre-Mode Cleaner (PMC) is illustrated. The PMC is locked
with a typical Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) sensing scheme. A laser beam is modulated with a Broandband
Electro-Optic Modulator (BBEOM) when then enters and reflects o↵ the triangular PMC. The beam is then
measured with a resonate frequency photodiode at 13 MHz, attenuated with a 6 dB filter, and sent to the
PSL Frequency Servo. The servo demodulates, low passes and feeds the error signal to both a high voltage
amplifier and a thermal control circuit. This is then connected directly to the laser. The distance between
each cavity mirror is also shown here and used in the calculation of the PMC values in the table above.
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6.2.2 Thermal Lens and High Sensitivity Telescope
This subsystem is fully described in the later parts of Chapter 5. Figure 36 shows the exact
layout of this telescope. The exact values of the lenses can be read o↵ of figure 42. The far
right section of Figure 42 is the whole telescope.
The as built specs for this high sensitivity telescope with thermal lens can be seen in the
table below.
Lens Name Focal Length [m] Placement [m] Gouy phase Spot Size [µm]
Lens A -0.574 0.7805 62.5  803
Lens B +2.291 0.8625 63.5  2,017
Thermal Lens flat to -10 1.1770 64.3  3,905
Lens D +1.719 1.2025 64.3  4,059
Lens E -0.574 1.3791 65.2  950
Mirror 1 0.33 2.0241 106.1  351
Mirror 2 0.33 2.3501 168.3  356
Table 6 : The values for the lenses and spaces in Figure 36 are noted here. These were the as built parameters.
This setup allowed me to get experience with University of Florida technologies such
as the thermal lens actuator. These thermal lenses were developed, but not fully ready to
be integrated into Advanced LIGO detectors. The latest experimental configuration shown
in Figure 42 demonstrated the amplified range capabilities. Figure 44 graphs the range
capabilities of this particular setup. Though this optical layout is mostly focused on showing
the similarities and di↵erences of bullseye photodiode versus a mode converting quadrant
photodiode wavefront sensor, is also is a great demonstration of the practical use of this
thermal lens technology.
In summary, the thermal lens with high sensitivity specifications can be seen in Table 7.
Thermal Lens Beam Spot Size 3,905 µm
Thermal Lens Focal Length flat to -10 m
Thermal Lens Gouy phase 64.3 
Mode Overlap Actuation 10% to 100%
SF57 diameter 2.54 cm
Maximum Temperature 200 C
Table 7 : Key values for the thermal lens with high sensitivity telescope actuator are written here. These
values highlight key actuation features of Figure 36.
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Improving the 7.7% Static Mode Mismatch
Unfortunately, after designing this system I still had about 7.7% mode mismatch as seen in
the cavity scan in 45. In order to see if I could improve the mode mismatch, I used my design
model to explore what would happen if I moved the displacement of each of the lenses.
All the static lenses were shifted forward and backward, in the model, 1 inch. I plotted
the resulting beam waist in Figure 44. Unsurprisingly, changing the thermal lens radius of
curvature from flat to -10 meters shows a much larger e↵ect than even moving static lenses 1
inch. Since all the lenses actuate in the same direction, I settled on moving Lens E backwards
and using the thermal lens to push forward. This would give me the ability to start at some
worse mode matching, turn on the thermal lens, and sweep through optimal mode matching.
The results of shifting all the lenses are shown in Figure 44.
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Figure 44 : The output beam parameters from the high sensitivity telescope is plotted. The output consists
of waist and waist size. Each static lens was shifted 1 inch around its placement in Figure 44. The thermal
lens was not shifted, but instead scanned from flat to -10 meters radius of curvature. Notice the large shifts
in both waist size and waist location with respect to the waist and location of the optical cavity.
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6.2.3 Second Cavity
The second optical cavity was designed to be a typical Fabry-Pérot. The main purpose of this
optical cavity is to produce a misalignment and mode mismatching error signal. Additionally,
the optical cavity was constructed with readily available optics in our lab. Reducing the
multi-cavity system in Advanced LIGO to a two-cavity system is an oversimplification, but
the lessons learned here can be scaled up.
Fabry-Pérot Cavity Parameters
The laser beam enters the Fabry-Pérot at 0  angle of incidence. The cavity length is 0.328
meters with both mirrors having a radius of curvature of 0.330 meters. The transmission
ratio of each mirror was measured to be t2
1
= 0.00154. All these intrinsic parameters lead to
the following useful values.
Mirror 1 & 2 Radius of Curvature 0.33 m
Mirror 1 & 2 Transmission Ratio Ptrans
P
in
0.00154
Round-trip Optical Length 0.656 m
Finesse 497
Free Spectral Range (FSR) 457 MHz
Transverse Mode Spacing f
TM
216 MHz
Waist size for X and Y 236 µm at 164 mm from input coupler
Modulation index   0.4662
Table 8 : Key parameters of the Fabry-Pérot cavity are listed here. These values were calculated using the
MATLAB function in the appendix.
Cavity Scan Measurement
I performed a cavity scan of the second cavity with an input beam modulated at 25 MHz.
The cavity scan aided in assessing the alignment by revealing that the power in the HG
01
and HG
10
modes were less than 1% of the carrier fundamental mode. This scan also revealed
that the higher order LG
01
bullseye mode is unfortunately present and close to one of the
sidebands. By turning o↵ the 25 MHz modulation I was able to see that the sidebands were
6.2% of the fundamental while the LG
01
was 7.7% of the fundamental as seen in Figure 45.
This percentage can be used as a direct measurement of the starting static mode matching.
Though I hand tuned the mode matching to eliminate all possible static mode mismatch, I
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was not able to reduce it past these values. However, this proved to be su cient for testing
the quadrant photodiode mode converter wavefront sensor.
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Figure 45 : A cavity scan was performed by injecting a triangle wave into the high voltage amplifier of the
length actuating piezo electric transducer. By adjusting the amplitude and o↵set of the triangle wave, I am
able to measure a full free spectral range (FSR) in the time domain. While also observing the transmitted
beam with a CCD camera, I am able to identify each mode. I placed images of the observed mode for each
peak for viewing convenience. I can now use this measurement to independently assess the mode matching,
alignment and extract the modulation index. By unplugging the 25 MHz modulation, I was able to see that
the higher order LG01 bullseye mode is very close to one of the sidebands.
Control Design
This optical cavity was locked using a slightly modified Pound-Drever-Hall locking scheme.
The feedback is sent to a piezo on the PMC which is used to control the laser frequency into
the cavity. Just as a reminder, the PMC feeds back to the laser leaving it’s mounted piezo
actuator not utilized.
The input beam needs to be modulated at a di↵erent frequency than the previous cavity.
For this reason I arbitrarily chose 25 MHz. Unlike the first cavity, this system does not use
a low frequency thermal loop to stabilize low frequency drifts. Though this is true, holding
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lock on both the PMC and this cavity is possible for hours if not days. This lock proved to
be su ciently long to study and compare the wavefront sensing scheme in question.
6.2.4 Wavefront Sensing Components
The wavefront sensing components seen in Figure 42 in the center compose of: a Gouy
phase telescope; beam splitters; a single mode converter; four segment photodiodes; and a
wavefront sensing demodulation crate. The Gouy phase telescope has two design criteria.
One of criteria is to prepare a beam for the mode converter. This means that a beam waist
size and location must be down stream and have the waist size equal to
p
2 times the focal
length. The second condition is that after the mode converter, the beam should have 45 
Gouy phase at a specific beam size dictated by the bullseye photodiode. Conveniently, this
mode converter is identical to the one discussed in the previous section. The wavefront
sensing crate was recycled from initial LIGO. Using the initial LIGO hardware helps ensure
that any solution created is transferred with ease to advanced LIGO.
Bullseye Wavefront Sensor The bullseye photodiode path is only a↵ected by the
Gouy phase telescopes and not the mode converter. Additionally one of the two bullseye
photodiodes path has an extra Gouy phase telescope to shift the Gouy phase 45  while still
maintaining the required beam size for proper operation.
The bullseye photodiode was lent to our lab by the University of Florida. Since this is
a custom built photodiode the only record of its properties are found at Document Control
Center Number (DCC#) T980009 [37]. However, all the electronics were designed and built
in our lab. The design was based on initial LIGO wavefront sensors with Document Control
Center number (DCC#) D1101124 [38]. The key di↵erences are that my design is tuned to
25 MHz instead of 9 and 45 MHz. Like the initial LIGO photodiodes, my design has DC
outputs for general alignment. The photodiode enclosure was 3D printed and lined with
aluminum foil for radio frequency shielding.
Bullseye Photodiode Centering Ratio Since the bullseye photodiode has stringent
centering requirements a calculation explaining how I arrived at this centering ratio is useful.
The general idea is that even though most of the DC power on the bullseye photodiode will
come from the fundamental gaussian mode, the fundamental mode must have a specific size
at the bullseye photodiode to optimally measure the higher order Laguerre-Gauss 01 mode.
The Laguerre-Gauss 01 mode has a null point at exactly the radius of r
null
= w0p
2
. Since the
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custom built bullseye photodiode was manufactured with a null point at 1 mm, this sets a
constraint on the beam size on the bullseye photodiode.
To calculate the outer power to inner power optimal alignment ratio, first it must be
stated that power is P = | |2 =  ⇤ . I actually want to know Pouter
P
inner
so this leads to
calculating the following expression
P
outer
P
inner
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I will solve each integral and combine them at the end of this calculation. The main
di↵erence between the power integrals are the limits of integration. The outer power is
only concerned with the integral of the fundamental mode from the null point of the higher
order Lauerre-Gauss mode to the edge of the photodiode construction. Since the power is
dominated by the fundamental mode, the field can be expressed as
 ⇤
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The inner and power can now be evaluated as
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So the power ratio becomes
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Substituting values R
inner
= 1mm, R
outer
=
p
7mm, and w
0
=
p
2mm we can get
P
outer
P
inner
= 0.580534 (6.6)
as reported in the table below.
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Figure 46 : A complete bullseye photodiode connection diagram is shown here. The BNC outputs are labeled
Left (L), Top (T), Center (C), and Right (R) for each segment of the photodiode. There a Dsub 9 connector
that is also labeled for each photodiode segment. The BNC connections are radio frequency outputs while
the Dsub 9 connections are DC outputs. Radio frequency require better shielding while DC outputs can be
bundled together in a Dsub 9 connector without any degradation of general alignment signal. This choice
greatly reduces the connector footprint and made the device much more compact and convenient to use and
setup. The labeling is also important because it assumes that one views the photodiode from the front or
from the perspective of the beam incident on the photodiode. There are also photographs of the photodiode
with and without radio frequency shielding. My design also makes it much easier to repair or maintain. An
upside down view of the photodiode segment is also shown.
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Photodiode Segment Responsivity 0.2 Amps/Watt
RF Circuit Transimpedance for R,L,T,and C 7100 Ohms at 25 MHz
Inner radius 1 mm
Outer radius
p
7 mm
Centering ratio. Outer over inner segments 0.580534
Table 9 : The physical properties for the bullseye photodiode are found here. These values would typically
be found on a datasheet, but since these photodiodes are custom built and lent by the University of Florida
records of these values only exist in technical documents for initial LIGO. The responsivity is reported for
1064 nm wavelength light incident on the photodiode. The circuit transimpedance was measured individually
for all the segments and reported here. The inner and outer radii are useful for calculating alignment and
correct power distribution on the photodiode. If you wish to measure the Lagauure-Gauss 01 mode, the sum
of the outer segments over the inner segment must be 0.580534.
Quadrant Wavefront Sensor The quadrant photodiode path only uses one Gouy
phase telescope that it has in common with the bullseye path. There is an additional mode
converter in this path, but one mode converter is su cient for both quadrant photodiodes
without the need for another Gouy phase telescope. Shifting the second quadrant photodiode
45  in Gouy phase does not require for adjustment of the beam size since the Hermite-Gauss
mode of interest has Cartesian symmetry.
The quadrant photodiode is a commercially available Centronic QD7-5T IR + Visible
Light Si Photodiode. The electronics design are identical to the bullseye photodiode with
the only di↵erence being the box is rotated 45 
Photodiode Segment Responsivity 0.03 Amps/Watt
RF Circuit Transimpedance for PD1, PD2, PD3,& PD4 10kOhms at 25 MHz
Table 10 : Useful values for the quadrant photodiode. Alignment requires no special attention to manufac-
tured photodiode size. As long as there is equal amount of power on all four photodiodes and the beam size
is reasonable then one could count that the higher order converted modes will also be aligned.
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Figure 47 : Completed quadrant photodiode connection diagram is shown here. Resonant radio frequency
BNC outputs are shown for each quadrant. Like the bullsye photodiode, a Dsub9 DC output is also present.
All the internal electronics are identical to the bullseye photodiode with of course the exception of the actual
photodiode element. Since I wanted to make minimal design changes to the wavefront sensor mounting
electronics, I rotated the whole enclosure by 45  to get the ”X” configuration needed for quadrant photodiode
wavefront sensing. The enclosure was 3D printed. A photograph shows the actual wavefront sensor before
being installed in the allocated space on the optics table.
6.2.5 Advanced LIGO Digital System
The digital system is composed of three computers, a GPS receiver, a function generator,
and computer networking parts. Lough [34] describes the setup in his thesis. No major
modifications were made to the description given in [34]. However, modifications to the
models and graphic user interface (GUI) were made. This GUI is known as the Motif Editor
and Display Manager (MEDM) screens. The models were modified from existing LIGO
wavefront sensors.
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Figure 48 : The measured transimpedance for the quadrant photodiode electronics is plotted here. The
bullseye photodiode electronics transimpedance were similar in shape, but slightly di↵erent in peak ampli-
tude. The top graph scans a much larger range of frequencies showing that this photodiode has a designed
sharp response at the radio frequency. The notch filter is allowing the desired 25 MHz power oscillations
isolated and measured. Each channel was later finely tuned to 25 MHz, but the true individual gains can
be seen in the lower plot. The phase is unimportant since it can be shifted by slightly longer cable length.
Phase adjusting is done by the wavefront sensing crates ability to break down each channel into an I and Q
, in phase and quadrature phase, component and send to the digital system where they can be fine tuned
with ease. I will also point out that I measured the cross talk by injecting the swept signal in neighboring
channels while monitoring the adjacent channel. I found that there is cross talk, but not enough to cause
concern. This low amount of cross talk can be seen by the dashed lines.
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Front end Work Station
Figure 49 : A photograph of the digital system work station is seen here. A computer rack houses the
front end and boot machine. This computer rack also contains a Universal Power Supply, input output
cards, a function generator for GPS synchronization, and a terminal screen. The work station has a machine
with the ubuntu operating system and a machine with windows to give flexibility with any kind of software
encountered.
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Figure 50 : A photograph of the MEDM screens used for this experimental layout is shown. A useful general
map of the controllable parts is seen on the left. Since the feedback loops of the Pre-Mode Cleaner are all
analog, they do not have digital system controllable buttons. The thermal lens actuator can be controlled
which in turn changes the mode matching into the optical cavity. The two kinds of wavefront sensors are
shown also with buttons to open up their filtering options. Sensing matricies are shown which are important
for typing in the photodiode segment coe cients. On the bottom left is the screen for the thermal lens
actuator which provides buttons to control each individual heater if desired. The bottom right shows the
photodiode filter options.
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Foton Filters Used After digitization, the signals each undergo digital filtering. Since
the error signal should be very low in frequency, heavy low-passing was performed. The
thermal lens actuates on the order of minutes. The Zero, Pole, and Gains function was used to
create filters in the software FOTON. The filters used are anti-whitening zpk ([40],[4],1,”n”)
with a transfer function given by
AW
dB
= 20 log
✓
10 ·
1 + if
40
1 + if
4
◆
(6.7)
and a heavy low pass filter zpk ([1000],[1],1,”n”) with a mathematical form of
LP
dB
= 20 log
✓
10 ·
1 + if
1000
1 + if
◆
. (6.8)
For example the Antiwhitening filter has a zero at 40 Hz, a pole at 4 Hz, and a gain of
1. These filters can be easily modified if desired.
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Figure 51 : The main filters used are shown here. The anti-whitening filter is shown on the left. The heavy
low-pass is shown on the right. Since thermal actuation is very slow, high frequency signals are not of interest
so I decided to go with very strong low-pass filter.
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6.3 Calibrating the Sensing Chain
The final topic of discussion for the experimental setup is the sensing calibration. I calculated
the expected optical power on each photodiode and compared the results of this calculation to
the measured values. Since all of the hardware was custom built, the calibration calculation
needed to be argued from first principles. The following sections will outline the calculation
and discuss the reasonable assumptions made.
6.3.1 Ideal Expected Powers for a Cavity
Consider a typical simple flat mirror optical cavity with an electro-optic modulated input
beam. The total input field can be expressed as
 
total
=  
C
+ 
SB1
+ 
SB2
(6.9)
where  
C
is the input carrier,  
SB1
is the input upper sideband, and  
SB2
is the input
lower sideband. Since the two radio frequency sideband powers are equal in amplitude I will
combine them for simplicity as
 
total
=  
C
+ 2 
SB
. (6.10)
Therefore, the power on resonance is P =  ⇤
total
 
total
. If we explicitly write all input
beams and analytically express reflected power in terms of the carrier and sidebands we get
P
refl
=  ⇤
C
 
C
+ 2 ⇤
C
 
SB
+ 2 ⇤
SB
 
C
+ 4 ⇤
SB
 
SB
. (6.11)
In the ideal case the carrier field  ⇤
C
 
C
completely transmits and resonates in the optical
cavity. Photodiodes in reflection will read no power while photodiodes in transmission will
read peak power. For this reason the term  ⇤
C
 
C
is 0 in reflection. I also assume that
4 ⇤
SB
 
SB
is 0 leaving only the reflected radio frequency power
P
refl
= 2 ⇤
C
 
SB
+ 2 ⇤
SB
 
C
. (6.12)
The reflected power is then only composed of the beat between the carrier and the sidebands.
Also, notice that the reflected power is written in terms of the carrier field and sideband
field.
6.3.2 Expected Cavity Powers Calculation
The arguments above suggest that for an ideal symmetric cavity, like in this experiment, the
reflected power should only contain sideband content. In practice there was about 0.95% of
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intra-cavity losses that contributed to more power showing up in reflection. Accounting for
this extra power is important to properly assess how much radio frequency optical power I
should expect at the wavefront sensors.
The value for intra-cavity losses was arrived at by using following procedure. First I write
an expression for the reflected field
 
refl
=  
C00
  
C
· ei CAV + i2 
SSB
cos(⌦t) (6.13)
where  
C00
is the input carrier field,  
C
is the cavity transmitted field, ei CAV is the phase
term accumulated from the cavity, and i2 
SSB
cos(⌦t) is the single sideband field. Propagat-
ing this field down the various beam splitters in Figure 52 introduces an attenuation factor
of A
QPD
= 0.300 at the quadrant photodiode and A
BPD
= 0.119 at the bullseye photodiode.
Since I am interested in calculating the power with a bit of cavity mode mismatch I need
to express the fields in terms of their beam basis counterparts
 
C00
|HG
00
i , 
SSB
|HG
00
i , 
C
[|HG
00
i+ ✏ |LG
01
i] (6.14)
where the amount of mode mismatch is
✏ =
q0   q
q   q⇤ =
 w
0
w
0
  i z
2z
R
. (6.15)
The reflected field can then be written as
| 
refl
i =  
C00
|HG
00
i   
C
[|HG
00
i+ ✏ |LG
01
i] + i2 
SSB
|HG
00
i cos⌦t. (6.16)
The reflected power at the photodiodes is
P
reflQPD
= h 
refl
|QPD | 
refl
i, P
reflBPD
= h 
refl
|BPD | 
refl
i.
To evaluate these expressions I use the following which are outlined in the appendix A.2
hHG
00
|QPD |HG
00
i = 0, for a well centered beam hHG
00
|QPD |HG45 rot
11
i = 2
⇡
e2i GP ,
mode converted LG
01
hHG
00
|BPD |LG
01
i = 1  2e 1 for a well placed BPD
Now the reflected power on each photodiode can be expressed as
P
reflQPD
= 4A
QPD
 
SSB
 
C
=(✏ei GP ) cos⌦t,
P
reflBPD
= 4A
BPD
 
SSB
 
C
=(✏)(1  2e 1) cos⌦t
or in watts peak
P
reflQPDWp
= 4A
QPD
 
SSB
 
C
=(✏ei GP ), (6.17)
P
reflBPDWp
= 4A
BPD
 
SSB
 
C
=(✏)(1  2e 1). (6.18)
As a reminder A
BPD
and A
QPD
are the power attenuations due to various beam splitters
and optical components which are noted in Figure 52 and its corresponding table.
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Measuring  
SSB
and  
C
Fitting the model to the experimental measurements required the introduction of an intra-
cavity loss term. The intra-cavity loss term was adjusted until the model matched what
was being experimentally measured. I will discuss the measurement procedure in the next
paragraph.
The first part is to estimate power based on the cavity mirror reflectivity and propagate
down to the photodiode taking into account beam splitter power divisions. This requires
a very good accounting of how the power is split at each component. I directly measured
before and after each component and the results are summarized in Figure 52.
Locking PD
lambda / 4
Fabry Perot
Cavity
90.0% power
transmitted
BPD path 29.8 mW
16 mW Reflected locked
26 mW Reflected not locked
56.6%
43.4%
27.7%
72.3%
Lose 11.2.% due to uncoated
mode converter optics
88.8% transmitted
BPD WFS
QPD WFS
2.1 mW 
Transmitted
t1^2 = 0.00154
t2^2 = 0.00154
BS Losses
86.5% power
transmitted
Figure 52 : This is a power budget of the second cavity seen in Figure 42. The input, transmitted, reflected
and beam splitter percentages are noted. As the input beam passes through the optical system, each
component will cause a bit of losses or splitting. I use each of the reported values to calculate the expected
optical radio frequency power. The calculated results can be found in the table below.
Using the values measured in Figure 52 and Figure 45, I am able to calculate the estimated
power in reflection. The calculation results are summarized in the table below.
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Measured from Calculated with 0.95%
Figure 52 intra-cavity loss
Cavity Transmitted Power  2
C
[mW] 2.1 1.8
Cavity Reflected Power [mW] 16 16.0
Single sideband power  2
SSB
[mW] 1.6
Power Attenuation at QPD A
QPD
0.300
Power Attenuation at BPD A
BPD
0.119
BPD and QPD Gouy Phase  
GP
[deg] -78.6 
QPD RF Power P
reflQPDWp
[mW peak] 6.956·=(✏ · ei GP )
BPD RF power P
reflBPDWp
[mW peak] 0.729·=(✏)
Table 11 : Taking all the arguments above leads to the values reported in this table for this specific ex-
periment. These values can be calculated for an arbitrary cavity starting from equation 6.17. The values
are calculated using power measurements and a MATLAB scripts from Figure 52. The power is attenuated
by propagating through beam splitters in the beam path. Applying all the values listed in this section to
equation 6.17 we get the RF powers listed in this table. Though it would be ideal to have each of these
signals balanced, it does not e↵ect the demonstration. The Gouy phase  GP was measured at -78.9  for
both wavefront sensors. Also, ✏ = q
0 q
q q⇤ =
 w0
w0
  i  z2zR as noted in equation 6.15. The values in this table
will be used for explaining Figure 54.
6.3.3 Estimation From Electronics
Estimating the radio frequency optical power from the electronics will use all the information
in previous sections. I first injected a known voltage into the digital system and obtained the
conversion of 1V olt
1326counts
. Since the digital system digital filters do not a↵ect very low frequency
signals there is no amplification or attenuation. The wavefront sensing crate contributed a
factor of 15 of gain. This gain was measured by injecting a very low amplitude 25 MHz sine
wave which was then demodulated by the wavefront sensing crate. The transimpedance of
the quadrant photodiode is 10,000 Volts/Amp and has a response of 0.03 Amps / Watt at
1064 nm wavelength. The transimpedance of the bullseye photodiode is 7,100 Volts/Amps
and has a response of 0.2 Amps/Watt at 1064 nm wavelength. Combining this all leads to
a direct conversion from counts to radio frequency optical watts peak at 25 MHz.
P
WpQPD
= C · 1V
1326C
· 15 · 1A
10, 000V
· 1W
0.03A
(6.19)
and
P
WpBPD
= C · 1V
1326C
· 15 · 1A
7, 100V
· 1W
0.2A
. (6.20)
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Chapter 7
Experimental Results
Now that the experimental layout and test bed have been described and constructed I can be-
gin to compare and contrast both kinds of photodiode wavefront sensors. Many performance
tests can be conducted, but I have chosen the tests that highlight general functionality. I have
successfully shown that a quadrant photodiode with a mode converter is without a doubt
capable of measuring mode mismatch. I have also successfully set up a bullseye photodiode
wavefront sensor for a side by side comparison. I have found that the quadrant photodiode
setup works just as well as the bullseye sensing scheme. These two tests are su cient to
show an original method for sensing mode mismatch with common quadrant photodiodes.
7.1 Quadrant Photodiode with Mode Converter Results
I demonstrate the ability to preserve alignment sensing to ensure that a mode converter will
not destroy any existing capabilities of a quadrant wavefront sensor. The result presented in
Figure 53 shows that a quadrant photodiode wavefront sensor with mode converter continues
to work as an alignment sensor and it also successfully measures mode mismatching. Though
these tests were performed without calibrating the sensor, it is still worth while to examine.
This test shows that for small o↵sets the wavefront sensor can isolate each degree of freedom.
Throughout this test the sum of the photodiode segments were monitored and observed
to stay constant. This is seen by the grey curve in Figure 53.
Preserving Yaw I use the thermal lens to actuate on the yaw degree of freedom by
activating the right side of the thermal lens actuator as seen in the top graph of Figure 53.
This causes the beam to be o↵ center with the thermal lens which deflects the beam and
thus causes optical cavity misalignment. The cavity reflection now contains a higher order
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Hermite-Gauss mode that that beats against the carrier. The radio frequency quadrant
photodiode detects it with ease as it does without the mode converter present.
Preserving Pitch Identically the pitch degree of freedom is also induced. By activating
the top segment of the thermal lens and monitoring the top and bottom photodiode segments
we can see the pitch error signal. The center graph in Figure 53 shows that the quadrant
photdiode with mode converter can continue to measure the pitch degree of freedom. Again,
through out this measurement, the sum remains the same while the other error signals are
una↵ected.
Opening Up the Capability to Measure Waist Size or Waist Location Finally
all the segments are activated equally creating no pitch or yaw misalignment, but creating a
radially symmetric lens profile. The thermal lens now acts with the high sensitivity telescope
to amplify the mode mismatching into the optical cavity. The bottom graph of Figure 53
shows how pitch and yaw are una↵ected, but by summing the diagonal photodiode segments
and subtracting them you can see that an error signal is successfully extracted. Since the
centering of the beam with the thermal lens is still the same, the optical cavity is not
misaligned, but only mode mismatched. The error signal moves downward because the sign
of the sensing matrix is negative. By changing the sign of each of the quadrant photodiode
segments I can easily see the error signal also rise. A clear error signal is observed for the
waist size or waist location degree of freedom while not a↵ecting the pitch, yaw or sum.
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Figure 53 : Error signals are observed for each degree of freedom. Throughout the tests the sum remains
constant. This is because this the length error signal which is the locked Pound-Drever-Hall. Additionally,
monitoring the sum ensures us that the total radio frequency power is conserved on the photodiode. The
top graph shows how heating the right segment of the thermal lens actuator induces pure yaw misalignment
which is calculated by taking the di↵erence between the left photodiode segment and the right noted as
+1 and -1 on the diagram. The middle plot shows how heating the top segment of the thermal lens and
taking the di↵erence between the top and bottom photodiode segments produces only a pitch error signal.
Finally, heating all segments introduces no misalignment, but only mode mismatching. Taking the di↵erence
between the diagonals produces a waist size or waist location error signal. Depending on the Gouy phase, I
can isolate either waist size or waist location. This figure clearly shows that the quadrant photodiode and
mode converter conserves the ability to measure pitch, yaw, and cavity length seen as sum. For the first time
this plot shows that a quadrant photodiode can be used to measure radially symmetric modes and produce
mode matching error signals.
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7.2 Bullseye vs Quadrant Wavefront Sensor Comparison
The purpose of this set of data is to show a side by side comparison of a bullseye wavefront
sensor and a quadrant wavefront sensor with mode converter. At the time of producing
Figure 53 the bullseye photodiode was not properly installed. With the bullseye photodiode
now installed and operational I am able to use it as a way to verify the functionality of
the quadrant photodiode. The bullseye wavefront sensor path does not include a mode
converter and thus measures mode mismatch by comparing the outer segments and inner
segment. In contrast the quadrant wavefront sensor must use a mode converter to measure
mode mismatch. If no mode converter is used then there is no combination of the quadrant
photodiode segments that yield a mode matching signal.
Figure 54 shows that when I turn on all heaters on the thermal lens actuator, the strongest
signal of each wavefront sensor is indeed the cavity waist degree of freedom. The radio
frequency power can then be use to make a statement about how much mode mismatch the
optical cavity is encountering. The amount of mode mismatch can be extracted from the
calibration equation in Table 11.
Watts peak at the QPD [W] = 6.956·10 6 · =(✏ · ei GP )
Watts peak at the BPD [W] = 0.729·10 6 · =(✏)
where ✏ is the amount of mode mismatch given by
✏ =
q0   q
q   q⇤ =
 w
0
w
0
  i z
2z
R
. (7.1)
The di↵erence in signal strength in Figure 54 is explained by these equations. Since the
power attenuation to each sensor was di↵erent this contributed greatly to the strength of
the signal. Also, the quadrant photodiode wavefront sensor inherently has stronger gain
explained in appendix A.2 which also contribues to the increase.
I will also note that the static 7.7% mode mismatch was zeroed out by choosing o↵set
values in the digital system. Since I was looking for mode mismatch mode change, I was not
concerned with the static mode mismatch. The results still demonstrate the e↵ectiveness of
measuring mode mismatch with a mode converter and quadrant wavefront sensor.
I did not commission the second bullseye and quadrant photodiode for these test. If
installed, I could have sensed the orthogonal degrees of freedom waist size and waist position.
Pursuing this set of data would have been very interesting, but would not add too much more
to the overall statement. That is, advanced LIGO’s Gouy phase telescopes can be slightly
modified with a mode converter and open up a new degree of freedom previously unknown.
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Figure 54 : Results after properly scaling the signals. Both wavefront sensors were well suited for measuring
a change and the optical cavity waist degree of freedom. The result is that both kinds of wavefront sensors
most strongly respond to the mode matched error. Each of the four heaters provided 0.85 watts of heating
power for about two minutes. After two minutes the heaters were turned o↵ and the system was allowed
to relax for 10 minutes. The vertical axis shows the calibrated mode mismatch generated and both sensors
agree well.
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7.3 Experiment Conclusion
In conclusion, these tests demonstrate the functionality of the quadrant photodiode as a
mode matching sensor. These tests also demonstrate that the mode converter with quadrant
photodiodes sensing scheme still preserves their ability to measure pitch and yaw.
Both kinds of wavefront sensors need to be aligned well. With the bullseye wavefront
sensor, there needs to be a Gouy phase telescope that also is a beam shaping telescope to
ensure that the beam size respects its constraints. A bullseye wavefront sensor is constrained
the instant it is manufactured. This is because the designer must choose the radius of the
inner and outer segments. In contrast, the quadrant photodiode with mode converter is
more flexible since the constraint can be actively relaxed. Therefore, a quadrant photodiode
can handle a wide range of Hermite Gauss 11 mode sizes because they stay symmetric and
centered. However, the bullseye Laguerre-Gauss 01 mode cannot accommodate for di↵erent
sized beams as easily. The bullseye null point only works for one specific beam size.
Placement error is much more correctable for the quadrant wavefront sensor with mode
converter. When installing a bullseye mode sensor care must be taken to both choose the
correct Gouy phase telescope and to place the sensor such that the inner and outer segments
ratio is specifically 0.580534 as reported in the previous chapter. This is much more di cult
to achieve than aligning a quadrant photodiode where the power on all segments just needs
to be equal. The mode matching error is pushed completely to the mode converter telescope,
which could be aligned using traditional lens mounts and translation stages.
The digital system sensing matrix is also much simpler for a quadrant sensor than it is
for a bullseye sensor. The quadrant sensing matrix is only composed of +1 or -1 depending
on the degree of freedom you wish to measure. To create the sensing matrix for a bullseye
photodiode one must weight each segment depending on the degree of freedom as seen in
Figure 25. Therefore it is more natural for a quadrant photodiode to measure misalignment
and mode mismatch than it is for a radially segmented bullseye photodiode. Combining
segments can also be very challenging for those interested in processing these signals with
analog electronics. I can imagine that future wavefront sensing needs would benefit from the
speed of analog processing.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
8.1 Summary
At the time of writing this thesis the LIGO detectors are preparing for their third observation
run. This is of course after successful observing runs that provided much in the way of
gravitational wave science. Though all the improvements appear to be working very well,
I put forth this additional upgrade proposal to further improve Advanced LIGO detectors.
As stated before, this upgrade would involve very minimal hardware adjustments and has
the potential to significantly improve the sensing noise as highlighted in this thesis.
In summary: I have identified the e↵ects of losses due to mode matching in Advanced
LIGO; studied the foundations of an optimally designed upgrade; I have invented and tested
a mode converted quadrant photodiode wavefront sensor; improved existing thermal lens
actuator range by combining it with a high sensitivity telescope; and experimentally verified
the functionality of both sensors and actuators. With Chapters 1 and 2 I outlined the
motivations and basics of alignment and its close relationship to mode matching. Chapter
3 discussed the current state of adaptive mode matching technology. Sensor and actuator
modifications were proposed in Chapters 4 and 5. And Chapters 6 and 7 discussed my
experimental demonstrations of these upgrades.
Thermal lens actuators combined with a High Sensitivity Telescope have yielded the best
means for adaptive mode matching actuation. The thermal lens tests improved range and
reduced heat output. Strong actuation can now be achieved with low waste heat which makes
this kind of technology more attractive. Additionally, the amplification of the actuation
allows for flexibility in the very hard to come by SF 57 dense flint glass. It would su ce to
use standard BK7 glass for thermal lens actuators.
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The most interesting and new result from this thesis is the potential use of mode con-
verters with quadrant photodiodes as wavefront sensors. Advanced LIGO is in a unique
position to employ quadrant photodiode alignment and mode matching sensors since all the
hardware is already commissioned. This is because LIGO already has most of this hardware
installed for alignment. Upgrading the Gouy phase telescopes to include mode converters
really makes sense for LIGO. Even in the event of installing additional mode matching sen-
sors, having mode converted quadrant photodiodes would only complement the new sensors.
This upgrade would add diagnostic tools for probing the alignment and mode matching state
of LIGO’s optical cavities.
8.2 Future work
As with all commissioning and experimental investigation there can always be more fruitful
avenues to peruse. In the case of the adaptive mode matching project at Syracuse University
there are a few things that would be interesting to investigate. These things are
1. Test a fully orthogonal mode converter with quadrant wavefront sensor setup
2. Calculating and comparing actuation expected vs sensing measured
3. Transfer the lessons learned to the LIGO sites
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Appendix A
Calculations
A.1 Heat Di↵usion Equation to Thermal Lens Focal power
We begin with the well known heat di↵usion equation,
c
p
⇢
@T
@t
   T = Q (A.1)
where   ⌘ r2 is the Laplace operator and
c
p
specific heat J kg 1 K 1
⇢ density kg m 3
 thermal conductivity W m 1 K 1
T temperature K
t time s
Q heat generation and storage in the material J m 3s 1
↵ thermal di↵usivity ↵ = 
c
p
⇢
m2 s 1
↵
L
linear thermal expansion coe cient m K 1
Lets assume that there is no heat generation and no heat storage in the optic so Q = 0
c
p
⇢
@T
@t
  r2T = 0. (A.2)
Solving the steady-state equation first we can set @T
@t
= 0 so the equation simplifies to
 r2T = 0. (A.3)
It should be noted that we can see the physics of the problem better if we write our
equation  r2T = 0 as ~r · ~j = 0 where j is the heat flux. That is to say that any heat
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flowing into our object must flow out of our object (synonymous with Maxwell’s equation
for static magnetic fields ~r · ~B = 0).
However, we will need to continue with the expression r2T = 0 in order to solve for the
temperature profile. The Laplacian in cylindrical coordinates is r2 = 1
r
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2
so we then get
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◆
= 0. (A.4)
We now state the boundary conditions for our system that can be seen from figure [Heat
Di↵usion Optic]. The boundary conditions are such that the front and back surface radiate
heat like a black body would and the barrel is heated via conduction. Expressing this physics
in equations we write
 
⇣@T (R, z, )
@r
⌘
= j(R, z, ) (A.5)
 
⇣@T (r, h
2
, )
@z
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= " (T 4   T 4
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) (A.6)
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=  " (T 4   T 4
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). (A.7)
We could take the approach of plugging these boundary conditions into our heat equation
and attempting to solve for the temperature profile analytically, but we find that the factor
of T 4 makes things a bit complicated. For these reasons we will take a slightly di↵erent
approach to solving for the temperature profile T (r, , z). The following steps explain our
solution.
For simplicity we will examine the case where temperature has no   dependence. This
is a reasonable assumption only if the barrel of the optic is heated equally. In other words
@T
@ 
= 0 and @
2
T
@ 
2 = 0. Applying the   independence to our heat equation we get
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To solve this equation we will integrate from one side of the optic to the other or from
 h
2
to +h
2
with respect to the z direction
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We will assume that the thermal expansion is constant along the z-axis. This is a
reasonable assumption for an optic that has a radius that is much larger than the thickness
(R > h). If we make this assumption we can introduce a function ⌧(r) that represents
thermal expansion in the z direction ⌧(r) =
R h
2
 h2
Tdz where ⌧(r) is constant along z and
is only a function of r. We can later correct for this assumption through a perturbative
method. Substituting in ⌧(r) =
R h
2
 h2
Tdz we get
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Recal that Fourier’s law is j ⌘  rT where j is the heat flux. Alternatively Fourier’s
law can be written as j
z
=  @T
@z
which is clearly our right hand side term with a minus sign
and evaluated at the front and back surface of the optic. Applying Fourier’s law we then get
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multiplying both sides by  1 cleans up our equation to
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At this point we can now apply two of our boundary conditions related to radiated heat
at the front and back surface of the cylindrical optic. The heat flux can be expressed as
j = j
external
+ j
radiated
. The external heat flowing into the barrel is accounted for by j
external
.
And the radiated heat from the front and back surface of the optic is accounted for by j
radiated
.
Lets assume that our glass cylinder is in a vacuum and can only expel heat through radiation.
The radiated heat flow rate j
radiated
at the front and back circular surfaces can be found by
applying Stefan-Boltzmann law j
radiated
= " (T 4   T 4
ambient
) where   is Stefan-Boltzmann
constant (  = 5.670⇥ 10 8Wm 2K 4), " is the emissivity of the material (dimensionless), T
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is the temperature as a function of position and T
ambient
is the ambient temperature of the
surroundings. So we can see that
j
z
(h
2
) = j
radiated
(A.15)
for the front surface and
j
z
( h
2
) =  j
radiated
(A.16)
for the back surface.
Applying this argument to our equation we then get
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We now have a non-linear second order di↵erential equation. Lets approximate our
result by introducing T = (T
mean
+  T ) where T
mean
is the average temperature of the
optic and  T is some small deviation from the actual temperature. We do this because by
approximating T = (T
mean
+  T ), expanding the fourth power, and only considering highest
order terms we are essentially left with solving the well known math problem of the form
r2
r
⌧(r) = constant. The next few steps will show this result. Substituting and expanding
T 4 by assuming T = (T
mean
+  T ) we get
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Rearranging and grouping the largest terms we get
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By only keeping the highest order terms which are the main contribution to our result and
assuming  T 4 is too small to contribute we approximate our expression to be
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We indeed have an equation of the form r2
r
⌧(r) = constant. To solve this we should
examine what kind of solution to r2
r
⌧(r) would yield a constant value. Lets start with a
solution of the form ⌧(r) = C
2
rn + C
1
where n can be any real number, C
1
and C
2
are
constants. It is clear that
r2
r
rn =
1
r
@
@r
✓
r
@
@r
(C
2
rn + C
1
)
◆
(A.25)
r2
r
rn =
1
r
@
@r
C
2
nrn (A.26)
r2
r
rn =
C
2
n2rn 1
r
(A.27)
r2
r
rn = C
2
n2rn 2. (A.28)
From this equation it is clear that if we assume that ⌧(r) has the form of ⌧(r) = C
2
rn+C
1
and simultaneously r2
r
⌧(r) = constant then the only value of n that would satisfy these
conditions is if n = 2. And so if we allow for this ansatz then it must be that the form of
the first approximation to thermal expansion will be
⌧(r) = C
2
r2 + C
1
. (A.29)
Now solving for C
2
by substituting ⌧(r) into our heat equation we get

1
r
@
@r
✓
r
@
@r
⌧(r)
◆
= 2" (T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
) (A.30)
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
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@
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@
@r
(C
2
r2 + C
1
)
◆
= 2" (T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
) (A.31)

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@
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(2C
2
rr) = 2" (T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
) (A.32)

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r
@
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 
2C
2
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 
= 2" (T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
) (A.33)
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4C
2
r
r
= 2" (T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
) (A.34)
C
2
=
" 
2
(T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
). (A.35)
Note that C
2
has units of temperature per length(K
m
).
If we plug C
2
back into our equation for thermal expansion we see that
⌧(r) =
" 
2
(T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
)r2 + C
1
. (A.36)
To obtain C
1
we will examine the case where r = 0. We must ask what is the temperature
at r = 0? At r = 0, we have T
mean
per thickness and this is precisely what C
1
should be.
It should be noted that the average temperature can be obtained from energy conservation
arguments. An additional note is that the units of both terms on the right hand side are
consistent. Setting C
1
= hT
mean
where h is the optics thickness we get
⌧(r) =
" 
2
(T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
)r2 + hT
mean
. (A.37)
This is our first approximation to the thermal expansion profile of the optic.
To get the next term we will introduce C
3
r4 to our equation where C
3
is another constant
we will need to solve for. So we have
⌧
2
(r) = C
3
r4 +
" 
2
(T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
)r2 + hT
mean
. (A.38)
To solve for C
3
we will substitute in ⌧
2
(r) into our fully expanded heat equation

1
r
@
@r
✓
r
@
@r
⌧
2
(r)
◆
= (A.39)
2" (T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
) + 2" (4T 3
mean
 T ) + 2" (6T 2
mean
 T 2 + 4T
mean
 T 3 +  T 4). (A.40)
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If we again consider  T ( T < T
mean
) to be a small change in the spatial temperature
profile we can argue that the next term that significantly contributes to our approximation
is 2" (4T 3
mean
 T ). If we ignore the rest of the terms via the argument that  T is small and
any term with  T to a power is even smaller then we get

1
r
@
@r
✓
r
@
@r
⌧
2
(r)
◆
= 2" (T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
) + 8" T 3
mean
 T. (A.41)
Now plugging in our general function for ⌧
2
(r) we get
16C
3
r2 + 2" (T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
) = 2" (T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
) + 8" T 3
mean
 T. (A.42)
subtracting 2" (T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
) from both sides leads to
16C
3
r2 = 8" T 3
mean
 T. (A.43)
Solving for C
3
we get
C
3
=
" 
2
T 3
mean
 T
1
r2
. (A.44)
To continue from here we must replace  T with something more descriptive. Since we defined
⌧(r) as ⌧(r) =
R h
2
 h2
Tdz we can solve for T and then examine it for small changes i.e.  T .
⌧(r) =
Z h
2
 h2
Tdz (A.45)
Since we previously assumed that the temperature profile is constant along the z-axis then
T is only a function of r and can be pulled out of the integral.
⌧(r) = hT (A.46)
then we can see
T =
⌧(r)
h
. (A.47)
Since we solved for ⌧(r) = " 
2
(T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
)r2 + hT
mean
before we see that
T =
1
h
⇣" 
2
(T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
)r2 + hT
mean
⌘
. (A.48)
Cleaning up the expression we get the temperature profile of
T =
1
h
" 
2
(T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
)r2 + T
mean
. (A.49)
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We can now see if we examine small changes in T (or  T ) we get
 T =
1
h
" 
2
(T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
)r2. (A.50)
It should also be noted that this temperature profile can be written in terms of C
2
as
 T =
C
2
h
r2. (A.51)
Now we will substitute this expression for  T to solve for C
3
. Our previous expression for
C
3
was
C
3
=
" 
2
T 3
mean
 T
1
r2
. (A.52)
Substituting in for  T
C
3
=
" 
2
T 3
mean
C
2
h
r2
1
r2
. (A.53)
Simplifying we get
C
3
=
C
2
h
" 
2
T 3
mean
. (A.54)
and simplifying further by substituting in for C
2
we have
C
3
=
1
h
" 
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(T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
)
" 
2
T 3
mean
. (A.55)
C
3
=
⇣" 
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⌘
2
T 3
mean
(T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
)
1
h
. (A.56)
Substituting in C
3
into our new slightly corrected ⌧
2
(r)
⌧
2
(r) = C
3
r4 +
" 
2
(T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
)r2 + hT
mean
. (A.57)
plugging in for C
3
⌧
2
(r) =
⇣" 
2
⌘
2
T 3
mean
(T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
)
1
h
r4 +
" 
2
(T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
)r2 + hT
mean
. (A.58)
As can be seen we can continue to solve for ⌧
3
(r),⌧
4
(r), and ⌧
5
(r) using this perturbative
method. However, ⌧
2
(r) should su ce to gain a firm understanding of temperature profile.
Using the following matlab script we can see how ⌧(r) di↵ers from ⌧
2
(r) or more specifi-
cally that ⌧(r) is a quadratic curve and ⌧
2
(r) is a quartic curve
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Figure 55 : Here we can see how much the temperature profile di↵ers when comparing the first approximated
solution ⌧(r) and the second approximated solution ⌧2(r). Note that all the values used were chosen to model
SF-57 glass. The comments in the matlab script describe why certain values were chosen. One should also
note that I arbitrarily choose a mean temperature such that it half of the maximum rated temperature for
SF-57 glass.
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This result is enough to show us that we can get a thermal lens by heating the barrel
of a cylindrical optic. The equation of thermal expansion as a function of radius from the
center of an optic was approximated to be
⌧(r) =
" 
2
(T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
)r2 + hT
mean
(A.59)
or since ⌧(r) =
R h
2
 h2
Tdz the first temperature profile is
T (r) =
1
h
" 
2
(T 4
mean
  T 4
ambient
)r2 + T
mean
(A.60)
and corrected further to be
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⌘
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  T 4
ambient
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(A.61)
or again since ⌧
2
(r) =
R h
2
 h2
T
2
dz the second temperature profile is
T
2
(r) =
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  T 4
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)
1
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h
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. (A.62)
A.1.1 Temperature profile to focal power
To get focal power we must introduce an expression for change in optical path length
 OPL =  h
h dn
dT
+ ↵
T
(1 + ⌫)⇥ (n  1)
i
(
⌧
2
(r)
h
  T
mean
) (A.63)
where h is thickness of optic in the z direction, n is the index of refraction, dn
dT
is the thermo-
optic coe cient, ↵
T
is the coe cient of thermal expansion, and ⌫ is the Poisson ratio for the
material.
Applying our derived temperature profile we get
 OPL = (A.64)
 h
h dn
dT
+ ↵
T
(1 + ⌫)⇥ (n  1)
i⇣" 
2
r2(T 3
mean
(T
mean
  T
ambient
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mean
  T 4
ambient
)
⌘
(A.65)
simplifying
 OPL =  h
h dn
dT
+ ↵
T
(1 + ⌫)⇥ (n  1)
i⇣" 
2
r2(2T 4
mean
  T 3
mean
T
ambient
  T 4
ambient
)
⌘
.
(A.66)
Since the change in optical path length  OPL also represents a gradient index lens equation,
we can write it in terms of focal length f
f =
 2
h
h
dn
dT
+ ↵
T
(1 + ⌫)⇥ (n  1)
i⇣
" (2T 4
mean
  T 3
mean
T
ambient
  T 4
ambient
)
⌘ . (A.67)
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A.1.2 Comparison to sensing with a bulls-eye detector
We use the term bull’s-eye photo-diode (BPD) for a photodiode with a center segment of
radius r, and additional outer segments arranged in a ring around the central segment.
Typically there are three outer segments to still get alignment information from the detector
(see figure 25, right side).
When sensing mode mismatch with a BPD, matching the center segment radius r to the
Gaussian Beam spot size w via w =
p
2r maximizes the mode-mismatch small signal sensing
gain, because at that radius the LG
01
mode has a node. However, for this choice we find
that any residual length fringe deviation will couple directly into the mode-mismatch error
signal because
hHG
00
|BPD |HG
00
i = 1  2e 1 ⇡ 0.2642 6= 0, (A.68)
where BPD is equal to 1 on the central segment (x2+ y2 < r), and -1 on the outer segments
(x2 + y2 > r). This coupling can be reduced to zero by choosing r0 = w
p
0.5 ln 2 as central
segment radius, at the cost of some optical gain (see below). Either way though the BPD
has to be matched in size to the Gaussian beam. This often makes adjusting the sensing
Gouy phase of a BPD a bit awkward, since it is not possible to simply slide the detector
across the optical axis. Furthermore, the amount of clipping on the bull’s-eye photo-diode
is set at the time of manufacturing by the size of the outer ring segments.
In contrast, a quadrant photo-diode (QPD) placed after a ⇡
2
mode-converter has none
of these beam size constraints. Instead, the reference beam size is set by the choice of
the mode-converter through equation 4.14, and can be changed by replacing the cylindrical
lenses. The QPD can be moved freely to optimize the sensing Gouy phase and clipping,
while any residual length fringe deviation does not couple to first order, since for a well
centered beam we find
hHG
00
|QPD |HG
00
i = 0. (A.69)
Here we chose QPD = sign(x2   y2).
A.2 Signal Gain for Sensing Mode-Mismatch
A.2.1 Perturbation expansion
Since we want to sense a mode-mismatched Gaussian beam HGq
0
00
with beam parameter q0,
we can expand this beam in the unperturbed basis (q) as
|HGq
0
00
i = e i=✏
p
1  |✏|2 |HGq
00
i+ ✏ |LGq
01
i+O(✏2), (A.70)
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where = denotes the imaginary part and ✏ encodes the waist size change  w
0
and waist
displacement  z of the Gaussian beam via
✏ =
q0   q
q   q⇤ =
 w
0
w
0
  i z
2z
R
(A.71)
Equation A.70 includes enough O(✏2) such that the power coupling is accurately given to
2nd order by
| hHGq
00
| |HGq
0
00
i |2 = 1  |✏|2 +O(✏3). (A.72)
A.2.2 Small Signal Gain for PDH Sensing
To calculate the small signal gain for a mode-sensing scheme we need the matrix element
 
B
= hHG
00
|BPD |LG
01
i =  2e 1e2i  ⇡  0.7358 e2i , (A.73)
where   is the Gouy phase at the BPD. Here the central element radius of the BPD is
r = w/
p
2. For a BPD with central segment radius r0 = w
p
0.5 ln 2 the numerical pre-factor
drops to  ln(2) ⇡  0.6931. See section A.1.2 for a discussion.
The equivalent matrix element for a QPD, after converting the LG
01
mode into aHG45
 
rot
11
mode, is
 
Q
= hHG
00
|QPD |HG45 rot
11
i = 2
⇡
e2i  ⇡ 0.6366 e2i . (A.74)
If we use this approach to sense the matching of a cavity (beam parameter q0) to its
input beam using the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) approach, we will use an up-front RF phase
modulation (modulation index  ) with a sideband frequency that is not resonant in the
cavity. The Gaussian beam reflected from this cavity has the structure
| 
in
i = |HGq
0
00
i
C
+
i 
2
|HGq
00
i
+
+
i 
2
|HGq
00
i  +O( 
2), (A.75)
where the indices C, + and   indicate carrier, upper and lower sideband. We can sense this
beam with either a BPD or a QPD behind a mode-converter, and demodulate the signal’s I
quadrature. We find in first order of   and ✏
I = P =( ✏), (A.76)
where P is the power on the photo diode,   is the modulation index, = denotes the imaginary
part,   is the matrix from equation A.73 or A.74, and ✏ is defined through equations A.70,
A.71, A.72.
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A.3 Transverse Mode Spacing to Thermal Lens Focal Length
This script was used to calculate the thermal lens focal length from a transverse mode spacing
measurement of an optical cavity.
1 % Using t r an sv e r s e mode spac ing to measure f o c a l power
2 %RoC ITM = 0 . 3 3 ; % meters
3 RoC ETM = 0 . 5 0 ; % meters
4 L cav = 0 . 7 9 1 ; % Cavity l ength [ meters ]
5 % Measured cav i ty l ength 0 .791 + 0.001 (measured 8/25/2016)
6 RT cav = L cav ⇤2 ; % Round t r i p [ meters ]
7 cav l eng th s =0.010;
8 L1 = cav l eng th s ; % Distance from IC to l en s [ meters ]
9 L2 = L cav   L1 ; % d i s t anc e from OC to l en s [ meters ]
10 c = 299792458; % Speed o f l i g h t [ meters / second ]
11 FSR cav = c/RT cav ; % [Hz ]
12 %% Solv ing the e igen value problem f o r the f o c a l l ength
13 f L =  19; % f o c a l l ength in meters .
14 % Modify f L value un t i l fTM s h i f t matches measurement
15 METM = [1 ,0; 2/RoC ETM, 1 ] ;
16 s ETM to lens = [ 1 , L1 ; 0 , 1 ] ;
17 M lens = [1 ,0 , ; 1/ f L , 1 ] ;
18 s ITM to lens = [ 1 , L2 ; 0 , 1 ] ;
19 M ITM = [1 ,0; 2/RoC ITM , 1 ] ;
20 M cav Round trip = M ITM⇤ s ITM to lens ⇤M lens⇤ s ETM to lens ⇤ . . .
21 METM⇤ s ETM to lens⇤M lens⇤ s ITM to lens ;
22 m eig = e i g ( M cav Round trip ) ;
23 m angle1 = ang le ( m eig (1 ) ) ;
24 FTM. spac ing = FSR cav⇤m angle1 /(2⇤ pi )
25 FTM. f o c a l l e n g t h = f L
A.4 MATLAB Cavity Function calculate2MirrorCavity
This function was created by Stefan Ballmer and was used to estimate the optical power
expected on each wavefront sensor.
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1 f unc t i on [ cav ] = ca l cu l a t e2Mi r ro rCav i ty ( cav ,T1 ,RoC1 ,T2 ,RoC2 ,L ,
de l ta , Pin , lambda0 , c )
2 %%%%%%%%%
3 % Cal cu l a t e s va r i ous cav i ty c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .
4 % Syntax :
5 % cav = ca l cu l a t e2Mi r ro rCav i ty ( cav ,T1 ,RoC1 ,T2 ,RoC2 ,L , de l ta , Pin ,
lambda0 , c ) ;
6 % or
7 % cav = ca l cu l a t e2Mi r ro rCav i ty ( cav ) ;
8 %%%%%%%%%
9 % Required arguments :
10 % cav : s t r u c t to be f i l l e d out . Intead o f add i t i o na l
parameters
11 % cav can conta in f i e l d s with the same name .
12 %%%%%%%%%
13 % Required arguments or f i e l d s o f input argument cav :
14 % T1 , RoC1 : power t ransmi s s i on f r a c t i o n and Radius o f
Curvature
15 % of input mirror
16 % T2 , RoC2 : power t ransmi s s i on f r a c t i o n and Radius o f
Curvature
17 % of 2nd mirror
18 % L : ( one way) cav i ty l ength
19 % de l t a : cav i ty detuning
20 % Pin : input power
21 % lambda0 : Wave l ength o f the l i g h t
22 % c : speed o f l i g h t
23 %%%%%%%%%
24 % Al t e rna t i v e f i e l d s o f input argument cav :
25 % detuneFreq : = de l t a /2/ pi , i n s t ead o f d e l t a
26 % detuneRatio : = de l t a /gamma, in s t ead o f d e l t a or detuneFreq
27 % L RT : = 2⇤L , in s t ead o f L
28 %
29 %%%%%%%%%
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30 % Note : Input arguments always have p r i o r i t y over f i e l d s o f cav
31 %%%%%%%%%
32 % Defau l t va lue s f o r some input arguments when omitted :
33 % Pin = 1 Watt
34 % lambda0 = 1.064 e 6 m
35 % c = 299792458 m/ s
36 % de l t a or
37 % detuneFreq or
38 % detuneRatio : no detuning i s c a l c u l a t ed
39 %%%%%%%%%
40 % Ste fan Ballmer , sbal lmer@syr . edu , 2012/02/18
41 %%%%%%%%%
42
43 %%%%%%%%%
44 % Get parameters form cav i f nece s sa ry ( de l t a has s p e c i a l
treatment )
45 i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’T1 ’ , ’ var ’ ) , i f i s f i e l d ( cav , ’T1 ’ ) , T1 =cav .T1 ;
end ; end ;
46 i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’RoC1 ’ , ’ var ’ ) , i f i s f i e l d ( cav , ’RoC1 ’ ) , RoC1=cav .RoC1 ;
end ; end ;
47 i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’T2 ’ , ’ var ’ ) , i f i s f i e l d ( cav , ’T2 ’ ) , T2 =cav .T2 ;
end ; end ;
48 i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’RoC2 ’ , ’ var ’ ) , i f i s f i e l d ( cav , ’RoC2 ’ ) , RoC2=cav .RoC2 ;
end ; end ;
49 i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’L ’ , ’ var ’ ) , i f i s f i e l d ( cav , ’L ’ ) , L =cav .L ;
end ; end ;
50 i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’ Pin ’ , ’ var ’ ) , i f i s f i e l d ( cav , ’ Pin ’ ) , Pin =cav . Pin ;
end ; end ;
51 i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’ lambda0 ’ , ’ var ’ ) , i f i s f i e l d ( cav , ’ lambda0 ’ ) , lambda0=cav .
lambda0 ; end ; end ;
52 i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’ c ’ , ’ var ’ ) , i f i s f i e l d ( cav , ’ c ’ ) , c =cav . c ;
end ; end ;
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54 % er r o r checks and a l t e r n a t e inputs , s e t d e f au l t va lue s i f not
de f in ed
55 i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’T1 ’ , ’ var ’ ) , e r r o r ( ’T1 must be s p e c i f i e d ’ ) ; end ;
56 i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’RoC1 ’ , ’ var ’ ) , e r r o r ( ’RoC1 must be s p e c i f i e d ’ ) ; end ;
57 i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’T2 ’ , ’ var ’ ) , e r r o r ( ’T2 must be s p e c i f i e d ’ ) ; end ;
58 i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’RoC2 ’ , ’ var ’ ) , e r r o r ( ’RoC2 must be s p e c i f i e d ’ ) ; end ;
59 i f e x i s t ( ’L ’ , ’ var ’ ) ,
60 cav .L=L ;
61 cav . L RT=L⇤2 ;
62 e l s e i f i s f i e l d ( cav , ’L RT ’ ) ,
63 L=cav .L RT/2 ;
64 cav .L=L ;
65 e l s e e r r o r ( ’ Cavity l ength needs to be s p e c i f i e d ’ ) ;
66 end ;
67 i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’ Pin ’ , ’ var ’ ) , Pin =1; end ;% [Watt ] ,
input power
68 i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’ lambda0 ’ , ’ var ’ ) , lambda0 =1.064e 6; end ;% [m] , Wave
l ength
69 i f ˜ e x i s t ( ’ c ’ , ’ var ’ ) , c =299792458; end ;% [m/ s ] ,
Light speeds
70
71
72 %%%%%%%%%
73 % as s i gn shorthands
74 l =L ;
75 R1=RoC1 ;
76 R2=RoC2 ;
77 r e f l 1 =sq r t (1 T1) ;
78 t rans1=sq r t (T1) ;
79 r e f l 2 =sq r t (1 T2) ;
80 t rans2=sq r t (T2) ;
81
82 %%%%%%%%%
83 % Calcu la t e the g f a c t o r s
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84 g1 = 1  l /R1 ;
85 g2 = 1  l /R2 ;
86 g = g1⇤g2 ;
87 %%%%%%%%%
88 % Calcu la t e beam spot s i z e
89 z1 = ( l l ˆ2/R2) /(1+R1/R2 2⇤ l /R2) ;
90 z2 = ( l l ˆ2/R1) /(1+R2/R1 2⇤ l /R1) ;
91 i f not ( i s i n f (R1) )
92 zR = sq r t ( (R1   z1 ) ⇤ z1 ) ;
93 e l s e i f not ( i s i n f (R2) )
94 zR = sq r t ( (R2   z2 ) ⇤ z2 ) ;
95 e l s e
96 p . cav i ty . zR = i n f ;
97 end
98 w0 = sq r t ( lambda0/ p i ⇤ zR) ;
99 w1 = w0 ⇤ s q r t (1+( z1/zR) ˆ2) ;
100 w2 = w0 ⇤ s q r t (1+( z2/zR) ˆ2) ;
101 %%%%%%%%%
102 % Calcu la t e the FSR
103 FSR = c /(2⇤ l ) ;
104 %%%%%%%%%
105 % Calcu la t e the t r an sv e r s e mode spac ing
106 fracTM = acos ( s i gn ( g1 )⇤ s q r t ( g1⇤g2 ) ) / p i ;
107 fTM = FSR⇤fracTM ;
108 %%%%%%%%%
109 % Calcu la t e the Power Build up on resonance
110 powerBuildup = ( trans1 /(1  r e f l 1 ⇤ r e f l 2 ) ) ˆ2 ;
111 %%%%%%%%%
112 % Calcu la t e the F ine s s e and cav i ty po l e
113 % old formula , only va l i d f o r r e f l 2 =1: f i n e s s e = powerBuildup ⇤
pi /2 ;
114 f i n e s s e = pi /2/ a s in ((1  r e f l 1 ⇤ r e f l 2 ) /(2⇤ s q r t ( r e f l 1 ⇤ r e f l 2 ) ) ) ;
115 po le = FSR/(2⇤ pi )⇤(1  r e f l 1 ⇤ r e f l 2 ) /( r e f l 1 ⇤ r e f l 2 ) ;
116 gamma = 2⇤ pi ⇤ po le ;
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117 %%%%%%%%%
118 % Calcu la t e the HWHM and FWHM of power ( i . e . c a l c u l a t e a f requency
)
119 HWHMpower = FSR/(2⇤ pi )⇤ acos (1 (1  r e f l 1 ⇤ r e f l 2 ) ˆ2/(2⇤ r e f l 1 ⇤ r e f l 2 ) ) ;
120 FWHMpower = HWHMpower⇤2 ;
121 %%%%%%%%%
122 % Calcu la t e the Transmitted and Re f l e c t ed Power
123 TRANS = powerBuildup ⇤ t rans2 ˆ2 ;
124 REFL = ( trans1 ˆ2⇤ r e f l 2 /(1  r e f l 1 ⇤ r e f l 2 )   r e f l 1 ) ˆ2 ;
125 %%%%%%%%%
126 % Calcu la t e the Intra cav i ty , r e f l e c t e d & transmit ted power ( on
resonance )
127 power = powerBuildup ⇤ Pin ;
128 powerTRANS = TRANS ⇤ Pin ;
129 powerREFL = REFL ⇤ Pin ;
130 %%%%%%%%%
131 % Calcu la t e the DC Radiat ion p r e s su r e on resonance
132 radPressure = 2/c ⇤ power ;
133
134 %%%%%%%%%
135 % Now do the detuned c a l c u l a t i o n s
136 %%%%%%%%%
137 % Fi r s t get a l l the detuning parameters
138 i f e x i s t ( ’ d e l t a ’ , ’ var ’ )
139 detuneRatio = de l t a /gamma ;
140 detuneFreq = de l t a /(2⇤ pi ) ;
141 doDet = true ;
142 e l s e i f i s f i e l d ( cav , ’ d e l t a ’ )
143 de l t a = cav . d e l t a ;
144 detuneRatio = de l t a /gamma ;
145 detuneFreq = de l t a /(2⇤ pi ) ;
146 doDet = true ;
147 e l s e i f i s f i e l d ( cav , ’ detuneFreq ’ )
148 detuneFreq = cav . detuneFreq ;
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149 de l t a = detuneFreq ⇤(2⇤ pi ) ;
150 detuneRatio = de l t a /gamma ;
151 doDet = true ;
152 e l s e i f i s f i e l d ( cav , ’ detuneRatio ’ )
153 detuneRatio = cav . detuneRatio ;
154 de l t a = gamma⇤detuneRatio ;
155 detuneFreq = de l t a /(2⇤ pi ) ;
156 doDet = true ;
157 e l s e
158 di sp ( ’No detuning s p e c i f i e d ’ ) ;
159 doDet = f a l s e ;
160 end
161 %%%%%%%%%
162 % Now, f i r s t i f necessary , complete the detuning cav input
parameters
163 i f doDet
164 cav . d e l t a = de l t a ; % Cavity detuning
165 cav . detuneFreq = detuneFreq ; % Cavity detuning f requency
de l t a /2/ p i
166 cav . detuneRatio = detuneRatio ; % Cavity detuning r a t i o
de l t a /gamma
167 end
168
169 i f doDet
170 %%%%%%%%%
171 % Calcu la t e the round t r i p phase
172 phase RT = de l t a /FSR;
173 %%%%%%%%%
174 % Calcu la t e the detuned f i e l d and power Build up
175 f i e l dBu i l dup d = trans1 /(1  r e f l 1 ⇤ r e f l 2 ⇤exp( 1 i ⇤phase RT ) ) ;
176 powerBuildup d = abs ( f i e l dBu i l dup d ) ˆ2 ;
177 %%%%%%%%%
178 % Calcu la t e the t ransmit ted and r e f l e c t e d f i e l d and power
179 t r ans d = f i e l dBu i l dup d ⇤ exp( 1 i ⇤phase RT/2) ⇤ t rans2 ;
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180 TRANS d = abs ( t rans d ) . ˆ 2 ;
181 r e f l d = f i e l dBu i l dup d ⇤exp( 1 i ⇤phase RT )⇤ r e f l 2 ⇤ t rans1  
r e f l 1 ;
182 REFL d = abs ( r e f l d ) ˆ2 ;
183 %%%%%%%%%
184 % Calcu la t e the Intra cav i ty , r e f l e c t e d & transmit ted power (
detuned )
185 power d = powerBuildup d ⇤ Pin ;
186 powerTRANS d = TRANS d ⇤ Pin ;
187 powerREFL d = REFL d ⇤ Pin ;
188 %%%%%%%%%
189 % Calcu la t e the DC Radiat ion p r e s su r e ( detuned )
190 radPres sure d = 2/c ⇤ power d ;
191
192 end
193
194 %%%%%%%%%
195 % F i l l in the data
196 %cav .T1 = T1 ; % Mirror 1
197 %cav .RoC1 = R1 ; % Mirror 1
198 %cav .T2 = T2 ; % Mirror 2
199 %cav .RoC2 = R2 ; % Mirror 2
200 cav . g = g ; % Cavity g f a c t o r
201 cav . g1 = g1 ; % Mirror 1 g f a c t o r
202 cav . g2 = g2 ; % Mirror 2 g f a c t o r
203 cav . z1 = z1 ; % Distance o f mirror 1 to wais t
204 cav . z2 = z2 ; % Distance o f mirror 2 to wais t
205 cav .w0 = w0 ; % Beam waist at f o cu s
206 cav .w1 = w1 ; % Beam waist at Mirror 1
207 cav .w2 = w2 ; % Beam waist at Mirror 2
208 cav .FSR = FSR; % Free Spec t r a l Range
209 cav . fTM = fTM; % Transverse Mode Spacing
210 cav . fracTM = fracTM ; % Frac t i ona l Transverse Mode
Spacing
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211 cav . f i n e s s e = f i n e s s e ; % Cavity F ines s e
212 cav . gamma = gamma; % Cavity l i n e width
213 cav . po l e = po le ; % Cavity po l e
214 cav .HWHMpower = HWHMpower; % HWHM frequency (HM of power )
215 cav .FWHMpower = FWHMpower; % FWHM frequency (FM of power )
216 onR . name = ’ Cavity data on resonance ’ ;
217 onR . powerBuildup = powerBuildup ; % Power bui ld up on resonance
218 onR .TRANS = TRANS; % Power t ransmi s s i on c o e f f i c i e n t
( on r e s . )
219 onR .REFL = REFL; % Power r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t (
on r e s . )
220 onR . power = power ; % Intra cav i ty power ( on r e s . ) [
Watt ]
221 onR .powerTRANS = powerTRANS ; % Transmitted power ( on r e s . ) [
Watt ]
222 onR . powerREFL = powerREFL ; % Re f l e c t ed power ( on r e s . ) [Watt
]
223 onR . radPressure = radPressure ; % Radiat ion p r e s su r e in Newton (
on r e s . )
224 cav . onRes = onR ; % a l l on resonance va lue s
225 i f doDet %%%%%%% Now a l l the detuned
parameters :
226 dtu . name = ’ Cavity data with f i x ed detuning ’ ;
227 dtu . d e l t a = de l t a ; % Cavity detuning
228 dtu . detuneFreq = detuneFreq ; % detuning f requency de l t a
/2/ p i
229 dtu . detuneRatio = detuneRatio ; % Cavity detuning r a t i o
de l t a /gamma
230 dtu . phase RT = phase RT ; % Round t r i p phase due to
detuning
231 dtu . f i e l dBu i l dup = f i e l dBu i l dup d ; % Intra cav i ty f i e l d co e f
232 dtu . t rans = trans d ; % Transmitted f i e l d co e f
233 dtu . r e f l = r e f l d ; % Re f l e c t ed f i e l d co e f
234 dtu . powerBuildup = powerBuildup d ; % Intra cav i ty power co e f
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235 dtu .TRANS = TRANS d ; % Transmitted power co e f
236 dtu .REFL = REFL d ; % Re f l e c t ed power co e f
237 dtu . power = power d ; % Intra cav i ty power [Watt ]
238 dtu . powerTRANS = powerTRANS d ; % Transmitted power [Watt ]
239 dtu . powerREFL = powerREFL d ; % Re f l e c t ed power [Watt ]
240 dtu . radPressure = radPres sure d ; % Radiat ion p r e s su r e in
Newton
241 cav . detun = dtu ; % a l l detuned va lue s
242 end
243
244 %%%%%%%%%
245 % F i l l in the data d e s c r i p t i o n
246 i f i s f i e l d ( cav , ’u ’ ) , u = cav . un i t ; end ;
247 i f i s f i e l d ( cav , ’d ’ ) , d = cav . desc ; end ;
248 u .L = ’m’ ; d . L = ’ Cavity l ength ’ ;
249 u .L RT = ’m’ ; d . L RT = ’Round t r i p cav i ty l ength ’ ;
250 u . g = ’ 1 ’ ; d . g = ’ Cavity g f a c t o r ’ ;
251 u . g1 = ’ 1 ’ ; d . g1 = ’ Mirror 1 g f a c t o r ’ ;
252 u . g2 = ’ 1 ’ ; d . g2 = ’ Mirror 2 g f a c t o r ’ ;
253 u . z1 = ’m’ ; d . z1 = ’ Distance o f mirror 1 to wais t ’ ;
254 u . z2 = ’m’ ; d . z2 = ’ Distance o f mirror 2 to wais t ’ ;
255 u .w0 = ’m’ ; d .w0 = ’Beam waist at f o cu s ’ ;
256 u .w1 = ’m’ ; d .w1 = ’Beam waist at Mirror 1 ’ ;
257 u .w2 = ’m’ ; d .w2 = ’Beam waist at Mirror 2 ’ ;
258 u .FSR = ’Hz ’ ; d .FSR = ’ Free Spec t r a l Range ’ ;
259 u . fTM = ’Hz ’ ; d . fTM = ’ Transverse Mode Spacing ’ ;
260 u . fracTM = ’ 1 ’ ; d . fracTM= ’ Frac t i ona l Transverse Mode
Spacing ’ ;
261 u . f i n e s s e = ’ 1 ’ ; d . f i n e s s e=’ Cavity F ine s s e ’ ;
262 u .gamma = ’ 2⇤ pi ⇤Hz ’ ; d . gamma = ’ Cavity l i n e width ’ ;
263 u . po l e = ’Hz ’ ; d . po l e = ’ Cavity po l e ’ ;
264 u .HWHMpower = ’Hz ’ ; d .HWHMpower=’HWHM frequency (HM of power ) ’
;
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265 u .FWHMpower = ’Hz ’ ; d .FWHMpower=’FWHM frequency (FM of power ) ’
;
266 cav . un i t = u ; cav . desc= d ;
267 cav . nopr int = { ’L RT ’ , ’ d e l t a ’ , ’ detuneFreq ’ , ’ detuneRatio ’ } ;
268 cav . nodescent = { ’ onRes ’ } ;
269
270 c l e a r ( ’u ’ , ’ d ’ ) ;
271 u . powerBuildup = ’ 1 ’ ; d . powerBuildup = ’Power bui ld up on
resonance ’ ;
272 u .TRANS = ’ 1 ’ ; d .TRANS = ’Power t ransmi s s i on
c o e f f i c i e n t ( on r e s . ) ’ ;
273 u .REFL = ’ 1 ’ ; d .REFL = ’Power r e f l e c t i o n
c o e f f i c i e n t ( on r e s . ) ’ ;
274 u . power = ’Watt ’ ; d . power = ’ Intra cav i ty power ( on
r e s . ) ’ ;
275 u . powerTRANS = ’Watt ’ ; d . powerTRANS = ’ Transmitted power ( on
r e s . ) ’ ;
276 u . powerREFL = ’Watt ’ ; d . powerREFL = ’ Re f l e c t ed power ( on
r e s . ) ’ ;
277 u . radPressure = ’Newton ’ ; d . radPressure = ’ Radiat ion p r e s su r e ( on
r e s . ) ’ ;
278 cav . onRes . un i t = u ; cav . onRes . desc = d ;
279
280 i f doDet %%%%%%% Now a l l the detuned
parameters :
281 c l e a r ( ’u ’ , ’ d ’ ) ;
282 u . d e l t a =’ 2⇤ pi ⇤Hz ’ ; d . d e l t a =’ Angular detuning f requency ’
;
283 u . detuneFreq =’Hz ’ ; d . detuneFreq =’ Detuning f requency ’ ;
284 u . detuneRatio =’ 1 ’ ; d . detuneRatio =’ Cavity Detuning Ratio
de l t a /gamma ’ ;
285 u . phase RT =’ rad ’ ; d . phase RT =’Round t r i p phase due
to detuning ’ ;
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286 u . f i e l dBu i l dup=’ 1 ’ ; d . f i e l dBu i l dup=’ Intra cav i ty f i e l d
co e f ’ ;
287 u . t rans =’ 1 ’ ; d . t rans =’ Transmitted f i e l d
co e f ’ ;
288 u . r e f l = ’ 1 ’ ; d . r e f l = ’ Re f l e c t ed f i e l d co e f ’
;
289 u . powerBuildup=’ 1 ’ ; d . powerBuildup=’ Intra cav i ty power
co e f ’ ;
290 u .TRANS =’ 1 ’ ; d .TRANS =’ Transmitted power
co e f ’ ;
291 u .REFL =’ 1 ’ ; d .REFL =’ Re f l e c t ed power co e f ’
;
292 u . power =’Watt ’ ; d . power =’ Intra cav i ty power ’ ;
293 u . powerTRANS =’Watt ’ ; d . powerTRANS =’ Transmitted power ’ ;
294 u . powerREFL =’Watt ’ ; d . powerREFL =’ Re f l e c t ed power ’ ;
295 u . radPressure =’Newton ’ ; d . radPressure =’ Radiat ion p r e s su r e ’ ;
296 cav . detun . un i t=u ; cav . detun . desc= d ;
297 cav . detun . nopr int = { ’ f i e l dBu i l dup ’ , ’ t rans ’ , ’ r e f l ’ , ’
powerBuildup ’ , ’TRANS’ , ’REFL ’ } ;
298 end
299
300
301 end
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